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1.0	 SUMMARY
A series of tests has been conducted at JSC to directly suppert
development of the Orbiter Heat Re3ection System (OHRS). The test
series is a Shuttle in-line program task which provides data essential
in establishing the final design of the baseline Orbiter radiators.
These in-line Shuttle tests are being jointly conducted by NASA-JSC
and Rockwell International in the NASA-JSC Space Environmental Simula-
tion Laboratory (SESL) Chamber "A".
The test program definitized the details of the May 1974 baseline
radaator by designing, fabricating, and testing representative hardware.
The testing was conducted in a simulated thermal environment incorporating
realistic vehicle interfaces. The forward Shuttle radiator panel "view
factors" to deep space, the radiation interchange between the payload
bay door and panel and the total solar absorption of the panels in-
cluding reflections were determined in the SESL Chamber "B" in a prior test
.	 conducted during the Spring of 1975 (Reference 4). The ±esting reported
herein, performed in Chamber "A", used an IR source to simulate total
solar and infF•a-red environmental loads on the flowing Shuttle radiator
panels. Results of the Chamber "B" tests were used where applicable
fer environmental simulation, and in particular, for panel cavity assess-
ment. The end product of this effort established the thermal and mechanical
performance of "L" tube space radiators (forward and aft panels), including
their thermal coating.
The Vought Systems Division of Vought Corporation designed and




The OHRS consists of three devices to reject the spacecraft heat:
space radiators, flash evaporators and an ammonia boiler. Suppler.^ental
heat rejection capacity will be provided on the ground by a Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) heat exchanger. The flash evaporator system
(FES) provides the primary means of cooling for the Orbiter above an
altitude of 140,000 feet during ascent and above 100,000 feet during
reentry. Below 100,000 feet the ammonia boiler is activated to provide
cooling during reentry and through the post landing phase. On-orbit
heat rejection is accomplished primarily by the space radiators supplemented
by water evaporation through the FES (Figure 2-1). The baseline on-orbit
OHRS system is designed using 6 or 8 panels which are mounted to the
payload bay doors as shown in Figure 2-2. The two forward panels on each
side are to be deployed away from the doors to increase the heat
rejection capacity.
The radiator panels have a unique heat load control technique
(Figure 2-1) which allows a wide range of heat loads to be rejected.
A panel contains a bank of L-shaped tubes (manifolded together) and a
single prime tube, which is the innermost L-shaped tube on the panel. The
wide heat load range capability is obtained by varying the flow between
the radiator tubes and a bypass line. At low heat loads, the radiator
tubes receive less flow, causing the flow in the bank of tubes to
successively stagnate by freezing (from the longest to the shortest
tube) and thus progressively reduce the overall radiator effectiveness.
The prime tube and bypass valve are sized such that the prime tube
never stagnates and will always receive significant flow, even when the
main bank of tubes is effectively bypassed. If the radiator is exposed
to the worst cold environment the freon in over half of the bank of tubes
can freeze. The continuous flow provided to the prime tube is sufficient
®	 to insure that the stagnant radiator tubes can be thawed as the heat
load increases.
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F19ure 2-2
Flow to the radiator tube banks on all of the panels is regulated
by a downstream temperature control valve. The valve will bypass a
portion of the flow to regulate the radiator outlet temperature to either
of two temperature set points (36°F and 60°F). The set paint temperature
will depend upon the quantity of water in the fuel cell water storage
tank. As excessive water accumulates in the holding tank the set point
in increased to 60°F theraby reducing heat re3ection of the radiators,
and the flash evaporator top-off system is activated. This lowers the
freon temperature to 37±2°F until the holding tank level decreases, at
which time the control valve is reset to 38°F.
Under worst case high ECISS heat loads and radiator environmental
loads the limited radiator area will not maintain the 38°F outlet
temperature. Under these conditions, the flash evaporator will activate
as necessary to control the freon supplied to the vehicle at 37°F.
During all on-orbit FES operations, the water from the flash evaporator
is refected from the spacecraft through a set of non-propulsive, diverging,
supersonic nozzles to minimize the particle and gas contamination of the 	 f"'
environment exterior to the spacecraft.
A silver-Teflon coating on the radiators is required to minimize
radiator absorption of solar radiation, and thus, maximize radiator heat
refection under conditions where the radiator directly views the sun.
2.2	 Objectives
The purpose of the radiator test was to provide the technology
required to definitize the orbiter radiator system and the analytical
performance predicting math models. The principal objectives of this
test program can be summarized as follows:
a. Determine radiator panel performance/fin effectiveness.
b. Evaluate low load recovery techniques.
c. Determine coating adhesive suitability.
d. Determine thermal distortion of panels.
c. Verify analytical model.	 .
f. Evaluate Flow Control Valve.	 ^^
-5-
	2.2.1	 Determine Radiator Panel Performance/Fin Effectiveness
The radiator panels were tested over a wide range of anticipated
ECLSS heat loads and environmental orientations. Steady state performance
and transient response was determined for "on -orbit" dual loop operation.
Fin effectiveness was determined by mapping the temperature profile
across the panel. The heat rejection capability of the radiator panel
is optimized when the surface temperature is maximized. This is a
direct function of the flow distribution iii each tube and the number
and spacing of the flow tubes. To properly evaluate the performance
of the panel and determine the success of the design, the surface
temperature profile is necessary.
	
2.2.2
	 Evaluate Low Load Recovery Techniques
The capability of the prime tube to thaw the radiator from freeze
conditions was evaluated. Also, alternate methods of recovery utilizing
electrical heaters and natural environment recovery was tested.
	2,2.3
	 Evaluation of Coating Adhesive
During the course of the radiator test, the flowing radiator panels
and a separate test article with test panels were stressed with high and
low temperatures to simulate anticipated environmental transients.
Evaluation of the adhesive performance to endure this stressing will
determine the adhesive cure-cycle acceptability. The evaluation of
the coating adhesive is documented in Reference 1.
	
2.2.4	 Determine Thermal Distortion of Panel
Due to the large size of the radiator panel and po •^ential thermal
gradients resulting from skewed environments, radiator distortion
could impact forward panel latching requirements and/or present
potential payload envelops interference problems. Quantification
of this disturtion was determined during the thermal/structural testing
for the predicted worst-case distortion conditions. Reference 2 documents




2.2.5 Analytical Model Verification
Pretest predictions were performed to determine radiator
performance. The test data was used to verify these analytical
computer models, This effort included evaluating the analytical
capability to predict radiator performance with diffuse/sFecular
reflections.
2.2.6	 Control Valve Operation
The capability of the control valve to maintain the desired set






3.1	 Overview and Approach
The test sub3ected two Shuttle representative panels to a thermal-
vacuum environment and the operating conditions expected during earth
orbital flight. One panel was representative of the aft one-sided
configuration that remains attached to the payload bay door. The other
panel represents the forward two-sided configuration that is deployed
away from the payload bay door. Figure 3-1 shows the radiator system
schematic and a typical arrangement of the two test panels. Other
arrangements allow the panels to be tested in the number 1 and number 4
positions and, of course, either right or left hand door positions can
be tested.
A payload bay door simulator was included with the forward panel
to provide simulation of the cavity formed by the panel and door. A
flow bench and two flight representative flow control valves and controllers
provided the desired flow rates and inlet temperature to the panels. The
flow system is designed for two independent flow loops with simultaneous
or individual loop operation.
The test sequence was designed to obtain performance maps of the
two panels under steady-state environments representative of the two
sides of the vehicle in the design orbit. These performance maps provide
data for thermal math model correlation and can be used to determine
system performance of the 6 panel or 8 panel system under a variety of
flow rates and inlet temperatures. Low load performance maps were also
determined and transients between high and low loads (cold soak/recovery)
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3.2	 Test Article Definition
Yought was responsible for providing the radiator panels, flow
control valves, electronic controllers, flow bench, PBD simulator,
test hardware mounting structure and flow, temperature, strain and
pressure instrumentation. NASA SESL was responsible for panel
distortion instrumentation, chamber operation, thermal environment
simulation and all data recording. Vought and SESL jointly installed
the test equipment in Chamber "A" as shown in Figure 3-2 and performed
checkout of the equipment including proof -pressure checks, leak checks, instru-
mentation calibration, environment simulator checkout and calibration, etc.
3.2.1	 Test Panels
3.2.1.1	 Flowing Radiator Panels - The test panels are structurally and
thermally representative of the anticipated flight hardware. The
panels are constructed of an aluminum honeycomb core bonded between
aluminum facesheets with a contour approximating the shape of panel
number 2 (mid forward) flight hardware. Round tubes are bonded to the
inside surface of the facesheets, immersed in the honeycomb core to
provide a smooth external surface for applying the silver-Teflon
coating. The tubes are attached to both facesheets on the forward panel
and to the concave facesheet on the aft panel. Figure 3-3 summarizes
the panel design. The tube pattern is "L" shaped for both the forward
and aft panels.
Simulated non-operational hinges and deployment booms are used on
the forward panel. Two of the anticipated three latch points, used to
stow the radiator panels for launch and re-entry, are included on the
forward panel. These two attach points were used to suspend the panel
from a counter balance system to simulate a zero "G" environment allowing
the panel to thermally deflect without weight constraints. The aft
panel was attached to the simulated PBD at the 4 attach points and 4
hinges baselined for the flight vehicle panel number 3 (mid aft). The
attach point and hinge designs are structurally similar to the anticipated
flight vehicle to allow for thermal distortion. Local area buildup at the
















• "l" TUBE PATTERN, REVISED VALVE STAGNATION
• HONEYCOMB PANEL
0.0121N. 2024 T81 ALUM FACE SHEETS
5056-H39, 3.1 LB/FT3 ALUM H/C CORE
• FORWARD PANEL
68 TUBES ATTACHED TO ALTERNATE FACE SHEETS
3.8 iN. TUBE SPACING, TUBE I.D. _ .1351N.
0.90 IN. H/C THICKNESS
• AFT PANEL
26 TUBES ATTACHED TO EXPOSED FACE SHEET
4.96 IN. TUBE SPACING, TUBE I.D. _ .18 IN.
0.50 IN. H/C THICKNESS
• TUBES BONDED TO FACE SHEET
The aft PBD simulator is support structure only to mount the aft
panel. Thermal simulation of the panel/PBD interface is not required.
Thermal analyses conducted to date indicate that the on-orbit radiator
performance is not significantly influenced by the PBD. Verification of
this analysis is desirable; however accurate thermal simulation would
require the use of an actual door to obtain correct local door temperatures
at the attach points and correct transient response.
The forward PBD simulator simulated the thermal radiation characteris-
^`'	 tics only. No structural simulation of the forward door is required.
The simulator provides a smooth surface for application of the silver-Teflon
.coating. The forward PBD is ciade up of 18 different electrical heater
panels to provide for localized environmental heating. The back-side of
the PBD is insulated to prevent heat loss and insure that all input heat
wi 11. be "seen" by the panel .
3.2.3	 Control Valve
Two development valves supplied by Carleton Controls are used to
control the outlet of each flow loop of the two panel test system to
38 ±2°F or 60 ±2°F. Table 3-1 summarizes the valve design specifications.
The test valves are functionally identical to the anticipated flight
valves; however, certain items have been changed to minimize cost. The
valves are machined out of aluminum and have a bolted assembly with
static o-ring seals instead of the anticipated welded stainless steel
construction of the flight valve, which results in the test valve
configuration not being of flight weight or exterior shape. The metal
bellows and the internal parts, poppets,and flow passages are anticipated
to be representative of the planned flight valve. Only one stepper
motor was used to the test valve, whereas redundant motors are planned
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TABLE 3-1
RADIATOR CONTROL YALYE SPECIFICATIONS
MEDIA:	 FREON 21 REFRIGERANT
TEMPERATURE CONTROL: MIXES HOT ANO COlO FLUID TO 38/60 1°F
MAX HOT TEMP. 185°F
MIN COLD TEMP. -180°F
THE VALVE HAS APPROXIMATELY 35.000 POSITIONS. SELECTIBLE
BY APPLYING PULSES TO A STEPPING MOTOR.
FLOW RATE:	 2500 POUNDS PER HOUR
PRESSURE DROP: 2.0 PSID (FULL OPEN)
VALVE PORTS:
	
(3I4) INCH O.D. LINE
INTERNAL LEAKAGE: .5 POUNDS PER HOUR (0.000734 GPM) AT A PRESSURE
DROP OF 20 PSID (FULL CLOSED)
EXTERNAL LEAKAGE: 0.01 CC/HR AT THE OPERATING PRESSURE
OPERATING LIFE: 40,000 HOURS
ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCE: 28VDC
STEPPER MOTORS: IMC MAGNETICS CORPORATION 008-002 W 8:) GEARHEADS
POSITION INDICATION: BY OUTPUT SIGNAL OR INTERNAL L.VDT WITH 24VOC
EXCITATION ANO 0-5 YDC OUTPUT FOR FULL SCALE VALVE TRAVEL
PRESSURES:
OPERATING:	 330 PSIA MAX
PROOF:	 495 PSIA
BURST:	 660 PSIA MIN.
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3.2.4	 Electronic Controller
Two electronic controllers supplied by Vought are used to provide
electrical impulses to the valves. The controller monitors the resistance
of the temperature sensor in the radiator outlet flow and generates a
temperature error signal which is proportional to the temperature error.
An error amplifier generates control signals to drive the valve motor
in a direction to reduce the temperature error. The valve motor is
driven at a rate proportional to temperature sensed error. The two
iifferent control temperatures (38 or 60°F) require switching to the
proper sensor bridge resistors. This is accomplished. either by a
manual switch located on the controller case or by a 0-5 VDC signal
from an external source simulating a water tank quantity sensor. The
control temperature is set to 60°F (water-dwnp mom) when a 4.0 volt
signal is received, simulating a water tank capacity of 80%, and is set
back to 38°F when a 2 volt signal is received. simulating a 40% water
tank capacity.
Selectable manual or automatic control modes are provided. In the
manual control mode two selectable control step rates are used, a coarse
rate of approximately 64 pulses per second and a fine rate of about 8
pulses per second. A single pulse switch is also provided. Displays
are built into the controller case to indicate the mixed outlet temperature,
the temperature error from the set point and the valve position. Figure 3-4
is a top view of the controller and Figure 3-5 shows the controller
with the cover removed.
	
3.2.5	 Flow Control Console
The Freon 21 Fluid F'•uN System is a modular component design that
contains a flow control console, a thermal conditioning system. a
dual pump station, and a radiator flow bypass/temperature control system.
-15-
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The flow control console contains two independent flow loops to
provide fluid flow control for the ^1 and #2 loops of the radiator panels
and has the capability of maintaining flow to both loops
simultaneously or individually. Freon flow rate is controlled and
monitored by a flow meter network with range capability of 3 to 3000 lb/hr
per system.
The freon thermal conditioning system contains a LN2 finned-tube
heat exchanger, finned Calrod heaters with thermal control feedback
power supplies, and a trichlorethylene refrigerated cold pack unit. The
system has the capability of providing a heat load per radiator of .5
to 7 KW by controlling radiator fluid inlet temperatures from -150°F to
+140°F with a temperature transient of ^0°F per hour.
The pump system consists of two 10 hp varidrive units that drive
gear pumps fitted with special seals compatible with freon fluids. The
pump system is designed in such a manner tl. : t each pump train ca^i provide
the required flow rate to either radiator flow loop simultaneously or
tom'	 individually.
^^
The installation of the above system is shown schematically on
NASA/JSC Drawing SK20054 Fluid Schematic (Revision 7-3-15).
3.2.6	 Environment Simulator
Flux on the radiator panels was simulated by an array of quartz
lamps calibrated to provide a known flux at a given power setting.
Additional flux to the cavity was provided by the PBD heater elements.
The cavity opening was covered by LN 2 panels to provide a cold radiation









































The test article was instrumented with the thermocouples on the
exterior of the radiator panels, payload bay door simulator, IR
simulator, and some of the support structure (i.e., aft panel studs,
forward panel hinges and deployment booms). Thermocouple iocations
for 70 aft panel locations and 192 locations on the f;,rward panels are
shown in Figures 3-7, 3-8 and 3-9. Eighteen payload bay door simulator
thermocouple locations are shown in Figure 3-10. The Freon-21 supply and
return lines to each panel were fitted with redundant immersion thermo-
couples, A temperature reading at each immersion thermocouple
location allowed calculation of panel performance. Pressure drop
across each of the radiator panels from inlet manifold to outlet
manifold was recorded and displayed on the CRT real time.
Redundant flow metering devices were used to determine flow rates
to the radiator panels. A temperature correction factor was used to
convert the flow meter output (GPM) at the measured temperature in lb/hr.
The panels were instrumented with strain gages and deflection
sensors to determine the effects of the thermal gradients which exist
from uneven environment heating and internal fluid changes. This
portion of the test, along with the correlation of a NASTRAN analytical
model to the test data, is discussed in Reference 2.
The amp meters on the 12050 power modules, furnished by SESL,
were used to determine the power supplied to the payload bay door
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"BOTTOM" FORWARD PANEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS





























A total of 124 tesi; points were run during the five weeks of
testing encompassing approximately 460 hours of thermal vacuum testing.
All test objectives were satisfactorily achieved during the test and
no retest requirements have been identified.
Tables 4-1 thru 4-5 summarize the test points accomplished during
the five weeks.
4.2	 Test Narrative/Facility Summary
The testing was accomplished through the joint efforts of Crew
Systems Division/Rockwell/Nought as planners and analysts; and Space
Environment Test Division/Nought Laboratories with test facility and
hardware responsibility. The primary facility functions of high 	 ^^
vacuum, deep space simulation, environment simulation, and instrumen-
tation and display were accomplished with a few anomalies.
	
'^	 The first week of three weeks testing the baseline cavity deploy-
ment angle of 38 degrees began on August 18 (Oay 230). Visual inspection
was made of the radiator panels prior to chamber closeout. The
forward panel top surface was in good condition, with only minor
	
^'	 evidence of peeling. The forward panel bottom surface coating had
numerous places where the edges of the silver-Teflon strips had begun 	 ^ d
to curl up. Nought repaired most of the peeled areas with Eastman
910 adhesive.	 In general, however, the surface appeared in satisfactory
	
^ I	condition for testing. The coating on the payload tay door simulator
was in acceptable condition. The aft panel surface coating was in
	
f	 good condition, except for three places where edges had curled up 	 ^
	
l	 for a distance of several inches. It was not possible to repair the
	













INLET TEMPI TOTAL FLOW2
ENVI RONMEP7^
TEST TIME BTU/HR-FT
POINT DAY:HR:MIN MAIN SYS (°F) LBS/HR FWD AFT REP+IARKS
1 230:17:35 131.6(130.3) 2844.5 0 0 High load performance
2 230:19:05 131.6(130.3) 2445.4 0 0
3 230:20:50 113.9(114.4) 2439. 0 0
4 20:23:20 100.7(102.2) 2448.7 0 0
5 231:01:52 100.7(100.7) 1241.8 0 0
6 231:05:55 101.7(100.3) 1216.5 40 30
7 231:08:40 100.7(	 99.3) 2456.9 40 30
8 231:10:57 114.9(115.4) 2451.5 40 30
9 231:13:05 130.7(130.3) 2457.1 40 30
10 231:14:20 130.7(130.3) 2788.8 40 30
11 231:18:40 130.7(132.1) 2738.9 80 60
12 231:19:50 131.6(132.1) 2356.2 80 60
13 231:22:30 131.6(130.3) 1232. 80 60
14 232:02:20 115.4(115.4) 1222.2 80 60
15 232:04:35 114.9(114.4) 1950.3 80 60
16 232:05:55 116.8(116.3) 2430.2 80 60
17 232:07:10 114.9(114.4) 2794.1 80 60
17A 232:10:28 129.8(130.3) 2783.5 80 60
18 232:13:00 99.8(100.7) 2831.2 80 60
^^	
19 232:14:20 101.2(100.7) 2446.9 80 60
20 232:16:45 100.7(100.3) 1249.5 80 60 High load performance
26 232:20:00 116.3(N/A) 635.4 80 60 Single loop
25 232:22:00 115.4(N/A) 1403.9 80 60
24 233:00:35 13o.3(N/A) 1316.5 80 60
23 233:04:05 13o.3(N/A) 1410.8 40 30
22 233:07:05 100.3(N/A) 1430.7 40 30
21 233:11:18 101.2(N/A) 635.7 40 30 Sin^^le loop
28 233:14:30 109.7(	 90.6) 1247.6 40 30 Delta on inlet temp
27 233:18:15 124.8(105.
	
) 2479.4 40 3o Delta on inlet temF
29 233:19:15 75.0(	 75.0) 2449. 40 30 Valve check
30 233:20:00 74.0(	 74.0) 2087.5 0 0 Valve check
40 234:05:35 114.9(115.4) 2451.8 Skew skew Solar simulation
41 234:1C:48 114.9(114.4) 2449.7 Skew Skew Solar simulation
1 XXX - Loop 1, (XXX) Loop 2









`' WEEK 2 TEST SUA9^IARY
?" 38° CAVITY
COMPLETION 1 2 ENVIRONMENT
TEST TIME INLET TEMP TOTAL FLOW BTU/HR-FT
i POINT DAY:HR:MIN MAIN SYS (°F) LBS/HR FWD AFT RFMARKS
37 237:12:30 65.1(	 65.1) 775.2 0 0 Valve check
38 237:15:17 72.0(	 72.0) 57.0 0 0 Valve check
39 237:18:50 71.5(
	 74.0) 956.8 0 0 Valve check
' SA 237:23:30 130.7(130.7) 1279.6 0 0 High load performance
5B 238:02:20 99.3(100.3) 2882 .3 0 0 High load performance
42 238:06 :30 115 .8(115 .8) 2434.3 Skew Skew Solar simulation
43 238:12:30 115.8(115.8) 2440.8 Skew Skew Solar simulation
12A 238:14:30 131.2(131.2) 2405.4 80 60 High load performance
13B 238:16:35 130.3(130.3) 1245.2 80 60 High load performance
t 29 238:17:20 75.5(	 75.0) 2446.1 40 30 Valve check
i 30 238:18:05 75.5(	 75.0) 1573.9 0 0
31 238:18:50 75.5(	 75.0) 2425.3 40 30
32 238:19:35 75.5(	 75.0) 1419.1 G 0
33 238:20:20 76.5(	 76.0) 421.2 0 0
34 238:21:05 75.5(	 77.0) 447.1 40 30
35 238:21:50 49.5(	 49.0) 70.6 0 0
36 238:22:35 49.5(	 49.0) 73.5 40 30
36A 238:23:20 45.4(	 46.9) 75.7 0 0
37A 239:00:20 75.0(	 75.0) 928.8 0 0
38A 239:01:02 75.5(	 75.0) 730.8 0 0
39A 239:02:12 75.0(	 75.5) 1049.6 0 0 Valve check
5C 239:03:50 115.8(116.3) 1287.6 0 0 High load performance
37AA 239:05:08 74.5(	 75.0) 1131.0 0 0 Valve check
38AA 239:06:08 74.0(	 74.5) 73.1 0 0
39AA 239:07:08 74.5(	 75.0) 897.4 0 0
33AA 239:07:35 74.5(	 75.0) 67.6 0 0 Valve check
42A 239:15:15 115.8(115.4) 2423.4 Skew Skew Solar simulation
15A 239:18:15 100.3(100.3) 1953• 80 60 High load performance
15B 239:21:30 130.3(130.3) 1953.2 80 60 High load performance
l0A 240:01:00 99 .3(100.3) 2835.6 40 30 High load performance
^ 22A 240:03:20 100.2(N/A) 1430.6 40 30 Single loop
6A 240:05:55 129.8(129.8) 1252.7 40 30 High load performance
I 41H 240:10:45 114 .91115.4) 2469. Skew Skew PBD Heater




1 XXX - Loop 1, (XXX) - Loop 2






TABLE 4 - 3
ti^TE^ 3 TEST SUMMARY
.38° CAVITY
1
INLET TEh^ TOTAL FLOk
^ ENVIRONhfEN^
bTU/HR-FT
h1AIN SYS	 (°F) LBS/HR FWP	 AFT REh1ARKS
- 99. 4 (- 99.4) 151.7 0	 0 Low load performance
-100.2(-101.1) 183.6 0	 0 Low load performance
-	 65.6(-	 70.2) 45.1 0	 0 Freeze
101.1(	 101.7) 2420. 0	 0 Prime Tube Thaw
-101.9(-104.3) 32.3 0	 0 Freeze
99.9(	 100.5) 2501.6 0	 0 Ramp Thaw
-129.3(N/A) 10.5 0	 0 Freeze
- 94.6( -101.1) 247.4 40	 30 Envr Thaw
-107.6(-107.6) 160.8 0	 0 Low load
99.3(	 100.5) 2505.9 0	 0 Repeat T.P. 4
1 XXX - Loop 1, (XXX) Loop 2







WEEK 4 TEST SUMMARY
^^
^ 50° CAVITY `
COMPLETION ^ 2 ENVIRONMENTS
f
TEST TIME INLET TEMF FLOW RATE BTU/HR-FT
POINT DAY:HR:MIN MAIN SYS (°F) LBS/HF FWD AFT REMARK:
5001 293:15:05 104.6(	 104.6) 2836 .2 0 0 High load performance
5002 293:16:50 101.4(	 101.4) 2420.9 0 0
Soo3 293:18:47 89.5(	 88.7) 2398.4 0 0
5004 293:20:35 75.2(	 76.0) 2449.8 0 0
5005 293:23:35 76.0(	 76.0) 2906.3 0 0 High load performance	 ^
5006 294:04:05 87.9(
	
88.7) 2483.3 Skew Skew PBD Heaters	 ^
5007 294:07:40 110.2(	 110.2) 2815 .4 40 30 High load performance
5008 294:09:41 106.2(	 106.2) 2437.4 40 30
5009 294:12:08 93.5(	 93.5) 2505.5 40 30
5010 294:14:08 82.3(	 82.3) 2460.2 40 30
5011 294:16:05 84.7(	 83.9) 2821.1 40 30
5012 294:20:05 117.1(	 117.1) 2809.7 80 60
5013 294:21:05 114.	 (	 114.	 ) 2401.1 80 60
5014 295:00:05 101.4(	 101.4) 2442.6 80 60
5015 295:02:05 87.1(	 87.9) 2440.1 80 60
5016 295:03:36 88.7(	 90.3) 2841.7 80 60 High load performance
5018 295:09:55 100.6(	 100.6) 2438.4 Skew Skew Solar simulation















5021 296:09:50 - 21.4(- 20.5) 113.2 0 0 Low load
^'
5022 296:16:05 - 70.6(- 70.6) 109.1 0 0
5023 296:22:50 -112.2(-112.2) 114.9 0 0
5024 297:05:04 -105.7(-106.8) 33.5 0 o Low load	 ^
5025 297:06:30 100.6(	 101.4) 2511.1 0 0 Ramp thaw	 ^
5001A 297:10:05 105.4(	 105.4) 2830.8 0 0 Repeat T.P.	 5001
1 XXX - Loop 1, ( }QIX) - Loop 2


















^ TEST TIME INLET TEh^ FLOWRaTE 2 BTU%HR-FT2
FOINT DAY:HR:MIN MAIN SYS	 (°F) LBS/HR FWD AFT fiEMARKS
7001 308:14:50 104.6(	 104,6) 2870.3 0 0 High load performc^^ce
7002 308:17:05 101.4(	 101.4) 2434.2 0 0
7003 308:20:05 88.7(	 88.7) 2483.5 0 0
7004 308:22:45 76.8(
	
76.0) 24!4.4 0 0
7005 309:00:20 77.6(	 77.6) 2869.8 0 0 Hi^,h load performance
7006 309:05:20 87.1(	 87.1) 24y7.6 Skew Skew FBD Heaters
7007 309:09:05 109.4(	 109.4) 2783. 40 30 High load performance
7008 309:11:05 107.8(	 107.8) 2451.1 40 30
7009 309:13:19 93.5(	 95.1) 2453.7 40 30
7010 309:15:05 82.3(	 82.3) 2454.8 40 30
7011 309:16:20 83.9(
	 83.9) 2847.1 40 30
7012 309:19:50 115.5(
	
116.;) 2805.8 80 60
7013 309:21:20 114.0(	 114.0) 2425.4 80 60
7014 309:23:20 101.4(	 101.4) 2467.2 80 60
7015 310:01:48 88.7(	 88.7) 2470. 80 60
7016 310:03:05 88.7(	 88.7) 2849.5 80 60 High load performance
7021 310:14:50 - 20.5(- 20.5) 116.8 0 0 Low load
7022 310:20:05 - 70.6(- 70.6) 114.9 0 0 Low load
7023 311:00:45 -112.2(-112.2) 117.4 0 0 Low load
f' 1	 7018 311:06:00 100.6(	 99.9) 2467.4 Skew Skew Solar simulation
^J 	7020 311:11:00 99.9(	 100.6) 2458.3 Skew Skew Solar simulation
1 XXX - Loop 1, (XXX) Loop 2




_ ^-^ ;J_^....-1	 ^	 i 	 ter._	 I	 ^	 __
Chamber pumpdown was initiated at 4 a.m. and chamber pressure
was reduced to test conditions (t10-5 torr) at 1248 at which time test
point 1 was initiated. The first test sequence was to determine high
load performance with both Freon 21 loops flowing at various flow rates
and inlet temperatures. Environments were varied from 0 BTU/Hr-Ft2
(T.P.1-5) to a uniform environment of 30 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the aft and
40 BTU/Hr-Ft` on the forward (TP6-1C). Then the environment :vas
increased to a uniform 60 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the aft and the forward
had 80 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 for the last test points in this sequence (TP 7-11),
On August 19 (Day 231), after the completion of test point 13, it
was discovered that some of IR lamp modules on both panels had been off.
This caused test points 11-13 to have some undetermined low flux.
Upon completion of test point 17 a test point (17A) was added to
duplicate test point 11 with correct flux.
The second test sequence was to evaluate radiator performance
with only one Freon 21 loop flowing. Environments were varied for
the aft from 30 to 60 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 and for the forward from 40 to 80 	 ^'1
BTU/Hr-Ft 2 . These points (21-26) were completed on August 21 (Day 233) 	 ^1
at 1118.
The next sequence of two test points (27-28) were run to determine
the effect of varying inlet temperatures by 20°F between the two
Freon 21 loops. The environment was a uniform 30 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the
aft and 40 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the forward.
Sequence four and five of the test were to check out the transient
response of the valves and control valve operation between set point
temperatures of 38°F and 60°F respectively. The first test point (29)
was completed at 1915 on August 21 (Day 233). At this point one of the
valves malfunctioned and would not control to the desired set point
temperature. Various fixes were attempted real time, but no solution







The week was ended with two test points (40-41) which had been
scheduled for the second week. Th e se points were attempts of simulating
on-orbit solar environments with the IR lamps and payload bay heaters.
The first week of testi^ig was terminated at 1330 on August 22 (Day 234).
,,
At the conclusion of the week 1 test, visual inspection of the radiator
panels was made immediately after the chamber door was opened. Water
had collected in three areas on the concave portion of the forward
panel. A cloth was used to wipe the accessible areas of the panel,
while other areas were left to dry over the weekend. An inspection
of the coating indicated no observable change on the forward panel
including those areas repaired prior to the test with the Eastman
910 adhesive. Tl^e three areas of tape curling on the aft panel
appeared to havF: increased, but could not be repaired due to inaccessibility.
The second week of testing began on August 25 (Day 237) with a
visual inspection of the chamber which indicated the general acceptability
of the test articles for testing. The forward panel coating appeared
spotted in the areas where the water was observed during the week 1
post-test inspection, but the panels were dry.
The c!^amber door was closed at 0200 and the chamber pumpdown was
initiated. Test conditions were reached at 0830 and the first series
of test points (37-39) to test the valve operation during set point
changes (38/60°F) were begun. Once again one of the valves did not
operate correctly but was controlled manually to complete the test
series. While Vought engineers worked on the valve problem, two addi-
tional high load performance points (5a and 5b) were completed at 0220
on August 25 (Day 237).
Following this, the other two solar simulation environment points
(42, 43) were completed. Howeve r it was determined that test point
42 had T.P. 42 flux on the panel but T.P. 43 flux on the payload











At this time, two more high load performance points (12a, 13b) 	 `.
,^	 were added to the test timeline. These points had 60 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the
aft and 80 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 on the forward and added to the parametric data
for that environment.
At 1635 on August 26 (Day 238), the valve test series was again
attempted. Test points 29 to 36 were completed with an oscillation
'	 in one of the valves noticed in T.P. 33-36. Then test point (36A), which
had a higher flowrate, operated successfully. After making some design
changes to the electronic controller, another series of test points
(37A-39A) we re attempted to determine valve performance during set
points (38/60°F), but these also indicated unstable valve operation.
An intensive investigation of the electronic controller indicated that
the electronic stepping motor drive PC board had bad characteristics.
While electronic circuit changes were made to both controllers, another
high load performance point (5A) was completed without the IR lamps
and payload bay door heaters. At 0108 on August 27 (Day 239) test
points 37AA-39AA, which were reruns of the original test points 37-39, 	
`_^
were successfully completed with the repaired controllers. A test
series (33A-39A) was again attempted to evaluate transient response
with a low flow in each loop thru the panels. On T.P. 33A both valves
^	 had problems controlling, and it was dete rnrined that the valves would
not handle this condition, which appeared to be an unrealistically
lower flow rate to control to 38°F. For this reason, this test series
ra	
was aborted.
The rest of the .:reR ^+as used to complete addi tion;,l high load
w	
performance mappings. The first of these was test point 42A which
was completed on August 27 (Day 239) at 1515. T.P. 42A was a skewed
environment solar simulation point repeatiny T.P. 42, but with
the correct flux on the payload bay door 	 At this point several high
load uniform environment points (15A^ 15B, 10A, 22A, 6A) were added
to determine the linearity of outlet temperature fora given flow rate.
•	 Test point 41H was run identical to T.P. 41 without IR lamps to obtain
data for correlation with a future point with a larger cavity opening.
-33-
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^'	 The last test point (44A) of the week was a checkout for the valve
with a very cold ^r^'et temperature followed by a ramp temperature
increase. Chamber repressurization was begun a day early, Auyust 28
(Day 240) at 2250, to allow `or•
 strain gage installation Fir measurements
to be made du rind the low inad testin^^.
Visual inspection of both radiator panels wa y made upon opening
of the chamber at the end of week 2 testing. An excessive amount
of frost had formed in the chamber during repressurization end covered
all the test articles, instrumentation, and equipment. Upon chamber
opening it was found that this had caused a lar ge puddle of water to
accumulate on the west end of the forward panel extending approximately
to the center of the panel. There w2 re also droplets of water scattered
over the rest of the fo Huard panel and on the aft panel. There was some
curling of the edges of Teflon strips in the puddled area of the
forward panel. There were also several curled spits in the center
of the aft panel. The large puddle of water was blown uff of the
forward panel west end by using a compressed air hose. This caused
a significant part of the water to fall onto the west end of the PBD
simulator. All portions of bath panels and the PF3D simulator • that
could be reached were wiped with clean white cloths to remove as
much of the moisture as possible. The cloths used on the two radiator
panels were quite dirty after use.
The third and last week of testing the baseline 38 degree cavity
deployment angle began with chamber door closed on Se p tember 2 (Da; 245j
at 0220. The entire week was devoted to radiator low load performance
with several freeze/than cycles beinq made. 	 In setting up for the first
test point the LN 2 heat exchanger froze up. While a fix was being
worked to allow very cold inlet temp (L-100°F) and low flow (<10 lbs/hr)
rates, two low load performance points (46, 46A) were completed. A
bypass was added to allow high flow through the LN 2 heat exchanger to
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At 1129 on September 3 (Day 246), setup began for test point 44
to freeze the panels. The prime tube flow was turned off until the
panel reached steady state 10 hours later; at which time T.P. 44
was completed and the prime tube recovery point (47) began with flow
going through the prime tubes and the bypass temperature increasing
from 53°F to 108°F and the radiator inlet temperature increasing
from -100°F to 100°F over a 2.15 hour period.
Test point 50 was the second frozen panel point beginning at
0224 on September 4 (Day 247) and lasting approximately 18 hours
at which t^.^e test point 51 was initiated. This thaw, like the first,
simulated a system heat load change from minimum to maximum by
increasing inlet temperature but without prime tube flow. Test point
51 was completed at 2315 on September 4 (Day 247).
During the third freeze (T.P. 52), the chamber pressure was
increased to approximately 1 torr to speed up the cold soak. The
tubes did not stagnate in the proper ordEr during this test point,
	 ^,
but, after the environment recovery (T.P. 53), the flow skew appeared
normal. Just prior to the environment thaw, the prime tube heater
was used to thaw the forward panel after a complete freeze up of
one loop. Approximately 38 minutes of prime tube heater operation was
required to re-initiate flow.
Another low load performance point (T.P. 45) was initiated at
1340 on September 5 (Day 248). The forward panel ayain froze and at
the completion of this point a fourth thaw (T.P. 4A) was initiated
at 1815 on September 5 (Day 248). This last thaw was accomplished
by increasing the panel flow rate and inlet temperature as rapidly
as the flow bench would allow to obtain a severe thermal shock. Test
point 4A was also intended to be an exact duplication of test point
4 from week 1 to show that the three weeks of testing had not degraded
the radiator performance. Ho ►•rever, it was later discovered that the
prime flow had not been activated, so the point was not completely













Visual	 inspection of the radiator panels was made when the chamber
doors were opened at the conclusion of the third week of testing.	 As
in the prior week, water had collected on the panels and the cloths
^ used to wipe the panel were soiled. 	 An inspection of the coating
r ` indicated curling and several	 areas repaired prior to the first week
of testing with the Eastman 910 adhesive had peeled up. A tap test
on the accessible areas of the forward panel	 indicated no structural
unbonding of the face sheets and honeycomb core.
Six weeks elapsed between the third and fourth weeks of testing and
^	 test setup was slightly altered. The next two weeks of testing were
"piggybacked" to the self-contained Heat Rejection Module (SHRM) ±est.
The forward panel was the only one tested and the cavity dep^oyment
angle was increased to 50 degree.
The forward panel was inspec°.^^d prior to chamber closeout at
(	 0454 October 20 (Day 293). The dating on both the upper and lower
surfaces of the radiator panel, ano on the payload bay door simulator
appeared to be in satisfactory condition for testing.
Efforts were made to verify the accuracy of the cavity angle which
was preset during test buildup to simulate a 50 degree deployment angle.
The chard length, measured from the lower, outer tip of the radiator
panel to the uppe r outer tip of the payload bay door simulator, was
108.1 inches.
Test conditions were reached at 1210 on October 20 (Day 293) with
a chamber pressure of approximately 1 x 10 -5 torr. The first sequence
of test points (5001-5016) were run to compare wide cavity high load
performance with results obtained during the baseline cavity angle
testing. This test sequence varied inlet temperature ar^d flowrate
for the three uniform environments previously established (0, 40, 80
BTU/Hr-Ft2 ). The last of the sixteen points was completed on October 22




The second test sequence (T.P. 5017-5020) involved duplicating 	 ( )
w
the mission simulation points from the baseline deployment angle
using the Quartz lamp array and payload bay heaters. These points 	 h
tested the panel operation under conditions approximating those expected
during flight and were completed on October 22 (Day 295) at 2305.
Four low load performance test points (T.P. 5021-5024) and one
high load thaw point (T.P. 5025) concluded the last sequence of testing.
This sequence was intended to determine the influence of the deployment
angle on low load performance. The last of these points was completed
at 0630 October 24 (Day 297), at which time another high load
performance point (T.P. 5001A) was made to duplicate the first point
(T.P. 5001) of the week. This point was to show that no degradation
in panel performance had occurred during the week.
One week elapsed between weeks four and five of testing. Week
five had a larger deployment angle (10°) to get performance data for
another cavity deployment angle and for direct comparison to the two 	 ^j
angles previously tested.
The visual observation of test article prior to chamber closeout
iniicated no significant changes in the condition of the radiator or
payload bay door simulator. However, the edges of the silver-Teflon
coating were curled slightly at several locations on the panel.
The fifth and final week of testing hegan with chamber pumpdown
occurring at 2345 on November 3 (Day 307) after- a one day delay to permit
replacement of a SHRM compressor assembly. Again the first test
sequence was for high load performance data over a wide range of inlet
temperatures flow rates and the three uniform environments (0, 40, 80
BTU/Hr-Ft 2 ). These sixteen points (T.P. 7001-7016) were completed on
November 6 (Day 310) at 0305. The next series of three test points
(T.P. 7021-7023) involved determining the low load performance. These
were completed at 0045 Nov?tuber 1 (Day 311). Due to the time factor only
two on-orbit environment simulation points (T.P. 1018, 7020) could be





^^	 5.0	 TEST RESULTS
A discussion of the test results as they relate to the stated test
objectives, is given in the following paragraphs. The weekly status reports
for each week of testing are presented in Appendix A. However. complete
test data. including tine plots of all recorded data and panel temperature
maps for each steady state point are too volumous for publication. This
data is available for examination by interested parties from the Crew Systems
Division of NASA/JSC.
5.1	 Radiator Panel Performance
One of the primary objectives of the test was to provide perforn ►ance
data for the L-tube radiator configuration. Tables 5-1 thru 5-3 summarize
the aft and forward panel performance data for each steady state point during
the five weeks of testing.(Flow rate was adjusted for density and temperature
variation)
	 •
`, 1	 5.1.1	 Baseline Panel Performance 38° Cavity Developn ►ent)
The high load phase of testing prnvided steadv-state perfo ►^n ►ance data
for dual and single loop operation. In addition, performance data was
gathered for inlet temperature gradients between loops. and for several
solar simulation "on-orbit" environments. Also provided was performance
data for low load operations. with and without prime tube flow.
The first sequence of testing provided af* and forward panel performance
data for three different environments over a range of inlet temperatures and
flow rates. This data which is rep ►•esentative of hiyh load shuttle operations
is summarized in Fiyures 5-1 thru 5-6. The 1250 lbs/hr data is representative
of a candidate 8 panel flow configuration which has two aft panels on each
door flowed in parallel. Since the test panels are flowed in series data
for the 1250 lbs/hr case was also obtained on the forward panel. Althouyh
this data is not representative of the forward panel operating conditions, it is
included for reference data. Flow rate appears to have a negligible
! ` l	 effect on heat re,lection. indicating that flowing the aft panels in
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FIGURE 5-2 AFT PANEL OUTLET TEMPERATURE FOR 38° CAVITY
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Figures 5-1 thru 5-9 show panel temperature maps for typical high load
^^,	 operating conditions. This data indicates that the panel heat rejection
could possibly be improved with better flow distribution among the radiator
tubes. The longest tube outlet temperature on the aft panel is approximately
20°F cooler than the shortest tube and the forward panel is about 50°F cooler.
By rou;,ing more flow to the longest tube the tube outlet temperatures can
be made more uniform and panel heat rejection improved. Panel design studies
prior to the test indicated that the selected tube size offered the best
comp r,mise between panel pressure drop and flow distribution based on the use
+	 of "off-the-shelf" tubes. Production hardware could be made with specified
tu;:e sizes and/or variable tube sizes to improve panel performance.
The next sequence of testing provided data for the radiators when only
one of the Freon-21 loops is flowing. Table 5-4 compares the single loop
Performance data with dual loop data. For cases with the same inlet temperature
any flow rate, the single loop rejects between 17^ and 24^ less heat. However,
the actual Shuttle operation will have a higher inlet temperature for single
'	 loop operation and therefore reject some additional heat.
	 ^
^3 	 Two test points were run to determine the effects of varying the inlet
^j	 temperature between the two loops. From Table 5-1, a comparison of aft panel test point 2
^	 (inlet temperatures of 124.8°F and 105°F and flow rate of 1216.3 lbs/hr).
with test point 8 (inlet temperature 115.2 and flow rate of 1191.8 lbs/hr)	 ^
^+	 indicates no	 noticable difference in the overall panel performance. (Similarly
'!	 Test Point 28 compared to Test Point 6). Therefore it appears that a twenty
degree difference between loops doesn't effect panel heat rejection.
	 ^
Panel operations were tested under conditions approximating those
expected during flight. Using the quartz lamp array and heaters on the payload
bay door simulator. four different sun angles were simulated, Tables 5-5 and
5-6 summarize the performance and environment data for each sun angle.
Another sequence of testing provided low load performance data. Figures
5-10 thru 5-12 show panel temperature ^^^aps for a low load operating
condition, Figures 5-13 thru 5 . 15 show thti panel temperature maps
_	 for the lowest load tested. The heat rejected on the aft panel was
^,^	 215.2 BTU/hr and 4,8 BTU/hr on the forward panel with only the primary
loop flow meter registering flow. For this test point, in which
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FIGURE 5-8 FWD TOP PANEL TEMPERATUFtt MAP
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FIGURE 5-9 FWO BTM PANEL TEMPERATURE MAP
TEST POINT 3 .-
"BOTTOM" FORWARD PANEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
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TABLE 5-4
SINGLE LOOP VS. OUAL LOOP OPERATION
FLOW Q REJ
LBS/HR BTU/HR
635, (1216.) 8236. (10448.)
1430. (2836.) 9894, (12017.)
1410. (2788.) 12001. (15891.)
1316. (2783.) 8943. (11115.)
1403. (2794.) 7589. (	 9098.)








SUMMARY OF "ON-ORBIT" OPERATIONS
SIMULATED
TEST SUN INLET OUTLET FLOW QREJ
POINT ANGLE TEMP	 °F TEMP	 °F LBS/HR BTU/HR
40 46 115.2 (103.4) 102.6	 ( 81.5) 2452. 8053. (13615.)
41 77 114.7 (101.6) 99.3	 ( 82.1) 2450. 9885. (11547.)
42A 103 115.6 (100.2) 98.8	 ( 83.8) 2423. 10680. (10030.)
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FIGURE 5->> "TOP" FWD PANEL LOW LOAD TEMPERATURE MAP
TEST POINT"^6
"TOP" FORWARD PANEL CONCAVE SIDE THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5-12 "BTM" FWO PANEL LOW LOAD TEMPERATURE MAP
TEST JOINT 46-
"BOTTOM" FORWARD PANEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5-13 AFT PANEL LOWEST LOAD TEMPERATURE MAP
TEST POINT 3^-- 	'
AFT PANEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5-14 "TOP" FWD PANEL LOWEST LOAD TEMPERATURE MAP
TEST POINT 52
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FIGURE 5-15 "BTM" FWD PANEL LOWEST LOAD TEMPERATURE MAP 	 ^
TEST POINT 52
"BOTTOM" FORWARD PANEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
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pressure was increased to speed up freezing. The convection cooling of the panels
caused irregular freezing patterns. The aft panel inlet is colder than Lhe outlet
and the forward panel was observed to freeze
	
at the tube bend (corner of the "L")
first. Other low load test points with "natural" (radiation only) cooling froze at
the outlet first with a uniform temperature decrease from inlet to outlet. Table
5-7 summarizes the low load performance and indicates the number of tubes which
all or part were frozen.
Figures 5-16 thru 5-21 show the measured fin temperature profiles of
the aft and forward panels at various locations of a typical test point. The fin
base to mid-point temperature ratio:
T* = T1 - Ts	 where T1 is fin mid-point temp.
TG -^	 Tb is fin base temp.
Ts is sink temp.
is used to determine the equivalent length parameter and fin effectiveness
(Reference 3). Table 5-8 summarizes the steady state temperature ratios and
fin effectiveness for selected test points. An average value of .966 for the
aft panel and .955 for the forward panel results from the test data. This
indicates the thermal adequacy of the honeycomb panel design and verifies
the selected tube spacing.
Table 5-9 summarizes the measured tube to face sheet eT's for selected
steady state test points. The temperature recording resolution is 1.6°F with
an accuracy of +3°F. Therefore, absolute temperature differences cannot be
determined from this data nor was that the intent. Rather this data was
intended to show trends and serve to isolate causes of poor panel performance
if necessary. However, overall panel performance was good, indicating a good
tube to face sheet bond and the eT data generally confirms this. It is
also observed that the eT's appeared to vary throughout the test bu± did not
appear to degrade with test time. The ^T is a function of panel heat rejection
and should increase at high heat loads although the test data did not always
confirm this.
Table 5-10 shows the recorded panel pressure drops at each steady state
test point. The full flow pressure drops indicate that the aft panel pressure
drop is somewhat higher than would be allowed (a design goal of 1.5 psi
was established) to meet total system pressure drop requirements. The previous
discussion on different tube sizes and flow distribution also applies to panel
pressure drop. The panel pressure drop data generally confirms the manifold





TEMP	 °F TEMP	 °F) LBS/HR
-	 67.9 (-171.) -183.	 (-193.8) 45.1
-107.6 (-143.6) -144.2(-177.4) 160.8
- 99.4 (-143.) -143.6(-172.3) 151.7
-100.7 (-138.9) -139.5(-110.4) 183.6
-103.1 (-201.8) -203.1(-X07.3) 32.3











Q REJ ^ OF
^.
__ ^ 1 _
BTU/HR FROZEN TUBES
1210.6 (	 241,6} 7	 (51)
1368.8 (1265.3) 0	 (15)
J
-^
1559.9 (1035.2) 0	 (	 8)
1657.8 (1348.2) 0	 (10)
^- --
153.1 (	 42.3) 10	 (52)
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A=b-^- TAvg - °F
1 117.7 .949 85.7 .967
2 115.9 .951 80.2 .974
3 100.4 .958 67.5 .973
4 88.6 .957 51.6 .980
4A 87.6 .951 56.3 .915
5 77.9 .961 28.8 .975
5A 104.4 .956 47.4 .976






































TEST POIlCT KBTL^ HR ^ 1 2 ^ ^ 4 ^* 6* ^ 8 Q
1 26.33 0 -5.1 0 3.2 3.3 0 1.6 1.6 3.2
2 • 25.03 0 -5.0 0 3.3 5.0• 0 1 .6 3.^ 1.7
3 22.37 0 -5.1 1.6 3.4 3.4 -1.6 0 1.6 -1.7
4 21.47 0 -5.1 1.8. 3.4 3.6 0 1.6 1.7 1.7-
5 15.10 0 -3.5 1.9 3.5 1.9 0 0 1.7 0
6 10.66 0 -1.7 0 3.4 1.8 -1.8 0 0 0
7 14.96 0 -3.3 0 5.1 3.4 0 0 0 1.7
8 17.19 0 -3.3 1.7 1.6 3.J+ o o 1.6 -1'.7
9 19.85 0 -3.2 1.7 3.1 3.4 0 1.6 1.6 4.7
l0 20.94 0 -3.1 1.7 3.2 3.3 -1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 ,
11 17.41 0 0 0 4.8 ^	 3.2 0 1.6 0 0
12 16.72 0 0 0 4.8 1.6 1.6 0 0 1 .6
•13 11.42 0 1.7 -1.7 5.1 3.3 1.7 0 1.6 -1.7

















TABLE • 5-9 Cont'd
FWD PANEL ZTOlOX
TEST Po^rr ^T-J ^ i 2 ^ ^±
,
i 6 ^ 8 4
15 10.56
-1.6 0 0 3.2 3.3 1.6 1.6 0 0
16 12.22 0 0 0 4.8 3.2 0 0 0 1.6
17 12.47 0 0 0 3.2 3.1 1.6 1.5 0 1.6






-1.6 3.1 3.2 1.6 0 0 0
19 9.53 0 0
- 1.7 3.2 1.7 1.6 0
-1.6 0
^ 6.88
-1.5^ 0 0 3.4 1.7 1.7 0 0
-1.6






-1.5 0 3.2 3.^ o	 ^
- 3.2 0 0
43 10.92 0 0 0 3.2 3.4 0 0 0 ^	 1.6
.	 5A 18.45 0
-3.5 1.8 3.5	 ^ 3 . 5 -1.8 1.7 0 1,7
5E 22.21 0
-5.0 1.6 3.k 3•^+ 0 1.6 1.7 3.4
5C 17.22 0










TUBE TO FACE SHEET	 T - ^F
AFT PANEL ZTOiXX
Q
KB'^U ?^^? ^0 11 12^ l^ lk 1^ 16
18.65 3.0 0 7.9 0 - 1.5 0
18 . 95 3.0 0 ^	 7.9 0 - 1.5 1.6
16.79 1.6 0 6.4 0 - 3.2 0
15.7+ 1.6 0 8.0 0 - 0 0
13. x:8 3.2 _.7 5.0 1.7 - 1.6 0
10.25 1.6 0 4.y 0 - 1.6. 0
11.70 0 o k.7 1.r5 - 1.6 0
1;.65 1.6 0 ^.8 1.6 - 3.2 1.6
15. x+6 3.0 0 6.^ 1.6 - 1.5 1.5
15 . 97 3.0 0 6.^+ 1.6 - 1.5 0
15.5 1.5 0 6.2 0 3.2 1.6 1.6
1^+. ?5 1.5 0 7.y 1.6 6.3 3.1 1.5
12.^+^ 1 .5 1.5 6.^ o ^.8 3.0 1 .6




















































































TABLE 5- _ Cont'd
AFT PANEL ZTOIXX
10 li 12 ^ lk 1^ 16
1.5 0 6.3 o L.8 3.0 1.6
0 1.6 6.3 1.6 6.^ 3.0 1.6
0 0 6.3 i.6 6.3 3.0 1.6
1.6 0 6.1 1.5 ^.7 3.1 '1.5
1.6 0 6.4 1.6 4.8 3.2 0
l.0 0 8.0 1 .6 ^.8 3.2 0
o - 1.6 ^.7 1.6 k.8 4.8 1.6
i.5 0 6.4 3.2 4.7 3.0 1.6
1.5 0 .6.3 0 6.0 1.5 .^.6	 •
0 0 6.^ o - 1.5 0
3.o i.6 6.3 0 - 1.6 0
1.6 0 6.3 1.6 -8.3 1.6 1.6












TEST AFT PANEL FWD PANEL	 ^ TEST AFT PANEL .WD PANEL
POINT eP - PSID ^P - PSID POINT oP - PSID !:P	 -	 PSID
1 5.4 3.2 18
2 4.1 2.4 19 4.0 2.1
3 4.0 2.4 20 1.2 0.8
4 4.0 2.4 21 1.2 0.8
4A 4.5 2.7 22 5.7 3.0
5 1.0 0.8 22A 4.7 3.0
5A 1.3 0.8 23 5.1 3.3
5B 5.3 3.2 24 5.1 2.8
5C 1.0 0.8 25 5.3 2.R
6 1.0 0.1 26 1.2 0.8
6A 1.G 0.8 21 4.2 2.4
7 4.0 2.4 28 1.0 0.8
8 4.2 2.4 40 3.9 2.5
9 4.1 2.5 41 4.1 2.4
10 5.1 3.1 41N 4.1 2.3
l0A 5.2 2.9 42 3.8 2.4
11 5.0 2.8 42A 3.9 2.3
12 3.6 2.2 43 4.1 2.2
12A 3.9 2.3 44 <0.1 0.1
13 1.0 0.7 45 <0.1 <0.1
13B 0.9 0.8 46 O.i <0.1
14 1.1 0.8 46A 0.1 <0.1
15 2.8 1.6 47 4.0 2.5
15A 2.6 1.5 50 <0.1 0.1
15B 2.8 1.5 51 4.6 2.9
16 3.8 2.3 52 <0.1 1.2








5.1.2	 Wide Cavity Performance (50° and 10° Cavity Deployment
':	 The primary objective of this sequence of testing was to determine thermal
K
^	 performance of the t^vo-sided (forward) radiator panel at deployment angles greater
than the baseline configuration. So, the fo Huard panel was tested over a
selected range of heat loads and external environmental conditions for cavity
deployment angles of 50° and 70°.
^
	
	 The first sequence of testing provided steady state performance data for
the dual loop operation and the same three unifor-rr. environ^^^, +^s used in the
baseline radiator performance testing. Figures 5-22 ^hru 5-21 surmarize
the radiator performance data for the two additional cavity angles. The
mission simulation and low load performance sequence of testing is summarized
in Table 5-11.
Table 5-12^ompares the baseline cavity perfo nuance data to the 50° and 70°
data. This comp^risan is fcr the sa!,!e iR lamp ar.d PBD heater settings. Since the
cavity opening anglea also influence tine total flux on ttte panel and the amount of
PBD flux which is absoT • be6 'tr.y the panels is reducE. `or wider ca v ities, Table 5-12
noes not reflect the act^ra i heat rejertion imrovement which would result in orbit.
Further:nere, a test canfigur •ation change and anor^aiovs chr,rnber cold wall operation
makes comparison with the 3b° cavity date 'nv6rld, CJ^p^r • ison of 50° and i0°
cavity data is valid, although the exact ^n4zF'c?rrment is not known. This test
anomaly is dtsc :rssed further in paragraph 5.3.
5.2	 r.c^r Load RecovEry Techniques
The primary cbjec±ive of this phase of testing was to evaluate the
capability to thaw frozen tubes on the radial+rr ':vhich occur during a long
cold soak. Figures ti-28 thru 5-30 show the ty;lical freeze pattern of the panels
as a fun:tic; of tic+e. Fact! line represents fsfteen minutes. During tf,e third
freeze, the chamt^er pressure was increasr6 to aE^p ► oxirnately I torn to speed
up the told s^^ak. Thr tubes did not staonatr 'r prc{^er order (,ee figures 5-31 and
5-32 ), but, after recovery, the flow skew seemed nor^ntial.
Four different freeze/than, cycles +sere per ;armed on the panels. Or.e
of the cycles used a recovery .!it''. the prune tubes flowing and thr ether three
cycle° were ;'.^ with the prime tubes valved off inherent stagnation),	 fhe
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ANGLE °F °F LBS/HR BTU/HR
46 103.8 79.5 2421 14843.
77 100.6 80.7 2438. 1?.269.
103 101.4 82.3 2433. 11711.
131 99.9 78.3 2458. 13400.
N/A -21,0 -124.7 113. 2739,
N/A -70.6 -147.7 109. 1960,
N/A -112.2 -156.0 115. 1437.
N/A -106.3 -172.9 34. 522.
77 100.3 71.2 ^?467. 10841.
1^1 100.3 74.4 ;'.458. 16033.
N/A -20.5 -117.1 117. 2634.
N/A -70.6 -149.5 115. 2109.




















TABLE 5 - 12
WIDE CAVITY HEAT REJECTION IMPROVEMENT
38° CAVITY 50° CAVITY 70° CAVITY
TEST
POINT BTU/HR POINT BTU/HR 38° BTU/HR BTURH
	 2-- IOINT 38° /R FT
1 26780. 5001 27277. 1.9X ;'001 28192. 5.3% 0
2 25460. 5002 26282. 3.2X 1002 27421. 7.7% 03 22909. 5003 23697 3.4X 7003 25055. 9.4X 04 21864. 5004 21883. O.1X 1004 23255. 6.4X O56 22661. 5005 22747 0.4% 7005 23587. 4.1X p
7 15506. SO10 16799. 8.3X 7010 18026. 16.3% 408 17455. 5009 19027. 9.OX 71109 20112. 15.6% 40g 20003. 5008 20553. 2.7% 7008 22632. 13.1% 4010 20737. 5007 22468. 8.3X 7007 23533 13.5% 40l0A 16279. 5011 11263. 6.0% 7C^11 19198. 17.9X 4012A 14369. X013 16508. 14.9X 7013 18147. 26.3X16 12244. 5014 13127. 12.9% 7014 15768. 28.8X
80
17A 151;. 5012 18122.
^
19.7X 7012 19512. 28.9X
80
18 10x78. 5016 11814. 12.8% 7016 13539. 29.2%
80
19 9753. 5015 11574. 18.7% 7015 13480. 38.2X
80
40 13615. 5017 14843. 9.OX N/A
80
41 11548. 5018 12269. 6.2x 7018
N/A N/A SKEW
41H 19448. 5006 21988, 13.1X
18041. 56.2X SKEW
42A 10030. 5019 11711. 16.8%
7006 23171. 19.1X PBO HTRS
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TEST POINT 44 TOP FWD PANEL FREEZE PATTERN
"TOP" FORWARD PANEL CONCAVE SIDE THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
2.6"
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FIGURE 5-30	 TEST POINT 44 BTM FWD PANEL FREEZE PA^fTERN
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FIvURE 5-31
TEST POINT 52 AFT PANEL FREEZE PATTERN
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FIGURE 5-32 TEST POINT 53 TOP FWD PANEL FREEZE PATTERN
"TOP" FORWARD PANFL CONCAVE SIDE THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
2 6"
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by increasing the bypass temperature from 53°F to 108°F and the radiator
inlet temperature from -100°F to 100°F over a 2.75 hour period. The third
thaw showed the capability of the panel to recover using environment on the
panels and no change in bypass or inlet temperature. Just prior to the
environment thaw, the prime tube heater was used to thaw the forward
panel after a complete freeze up of one loop. Approximately 38 minutes
of prime tube heater operation was required to re-initiate flow. The
fourth thaw was accomplished by increasing the panel flow rate and in-
let temperature as rapidly as the flow bench would allow to obtain a
severe thermal shock. The flow control valve was used:to maintain the
bypass and radiator outlet temperature to 38°F during all these thaws.





Detailed analytical models of the aft and forward panels using the
SINDA comp uter routine were used to make radiator performance predictions.




side on the forward (two sided) panel. The tubes are divided into two
systems with half of the tubes in each system. The aft panel has a total
of 1451 nodes (262 fluid, 262 t^^be, 927 structure), while the forward
panel has 3142 nodes (540 fluid, 540 tube, 2062 structure). The structural
buildup which includes the facesheet doublers higher density honeycomb core
and hinges are not modeled on either panel. Also, the aft panel attachment
studs and forward panel deployment booms are not modeled. 	 Tr.st data was
then used to verify modeling techni ques. Table 5-13 and 5-lA present test
data compared to analytical model results for selected testpoints of the
aft and forward panels.
Pretest predictions for the aft panel analytical model predicted the
mixed outlet temperature for most high load cases within 3°F during the
test. The tube to facesheet temperature delta in the t r^ st was in the range









AFT PANEL TEST VS MODEL
Test Test Main Model Main Delta Flow/Sys Test Prime Model Prime Delta Flow/Sys
Point Tout	 °F Tout	 °F °F Lba/Hr Tout	 °F Tout	 °F °F Lbs/Hr
1 104.5 103.9 0. 6 1383. 106.5 107, 9 1. 4 39. 5
^	 3 86.7 85.7 1. 0 1187. 88.4 90.3 1. 9 33, 0
4 75.7 74.8 0. 9 1192. 76.9 79.2 2, 3 32, 3
5 55.2 53.4 1. 8 604. 56.6 68.9 12, 3 16. 8
6 67.2 64.1 3. 1 ^ ^;2. 68.1 76.2 8. 1 16. 8
''	 7 80.8 79.7 1.	 1 1199. 82.2 82.5 0.3 32.9
8 94.0 92.6 1.4 1193. 94.7 96.1 1.4 32.7
10 109. 108.2 0.8 1356. 110.4 111.1 0.7 38.2
16 101.5 99.6 1.9 1183. 103.5 102.1 1.4 32.4
17A 115.1 113. 2, 1 1354, 116.6 116.2 0. 4 38. 0
^ 19 88.2 86.5 1. 7 1191. 89.9 89.1 0. 8 32. 7
























F'JVD PANEL TEST VS MODEL ^
^_
Test Test Main Model Main Delta Flow /Sys Teat Prime Model Prime Delta Flow/Sys ENVR
^Point Tout	 °F Tout	 °F °F Lbs/Hr Tout	 °F Tout	 °F °F Lba/Hr BTU/Hr-Ft2
,^
1 67.0 65.2 1.8 1383. 90.2 87.8 2.4 39.5 0 ^J
3 48.5 46.3 2. 2 1187. 71.4 68.7 2. 7 33, 0 0
4 39.3 38.3 1.0 1192. 61.0 58.8 2.2 32.3 0
5 2. 2 0. 8 1. 4 604. 30.9 3 1.	 1 0. 2 16.8 0 ;^ _t
6 29.7 25. ? 4. 0 592. 51.3 48.6 2. 7 16.8 40 j
7 55.9 52.8 3. 1 1199. 71.8 69.2 2.6 32.9 40 f
L8 65.8 62.4 3.4 1193. 83.3 80.3 3.0 32.7 40
10 80.3 77.6 2.7 1356. 98.6 95.7 2.9 38.2 40
16 82.6 77.1 5.5 1183. 97.9 93.3 4.6 32.4 80
17A 94.9 90.0 4.9 1354. 110.6 106.1 4.5 38.0 80
19 73.2 67.4 5.8 1191. 86.4 81.8 4.6 32.7 80











{	 ^ ^ 1
and after measured test data was input for flow rate and inlet temperature,
the analytical model showed less than 2°F difference from measured test
values for most of the selected test points compared. This is within the
resolution of the test measuring devices. The only questionable area is
test point 5 and 6, where the prime tube outlet in the test measured 12.3°F
and 8.1°F, respectively, less than the analytical model. However, during
the test it was noted that the flow meter registering low flow had intermit-
tent output for flows around 10 lbs/hr and questionable accuracy. The
prime tube flow is in the suspect range for both of these test points.
Therefore, it appears the difference in temperature is attributed to a
larger flow used in the analytical model than actually existed in the test.
Correlation of the forward panel was not as straight-forward as the
aft panel. First, the payload bay door simulator was modified in the
analytical model from 15 to 18 pones to correspond to the test article and
the view factors between the door and panel were changed. The LN 2 panel
which covered the cavity opening was also added to the model. Again, the
tube to facesheet temperature delta had to be corrected. These changes
allowed the mixed outlet temperature of the model to match the test data
for test points when the quartz lamp array and payload bay heaters were
not being used. However, as flux was applied to the forward panel the
temperature difference between the model and test increased. (See Table
5-14). The analytical model is consistently lower than test data, in-
dicating more flux is needed to correlate the model. However, the aft
panel required no additional flux, indicating the chamber background was
negligible. Therefore, the problem exists with the cavity portion of the
forward panel. The model assumes diffuse properties for the silver-
teflon when in actuality it is specular. This specularity reduces radiant
interchange with the payload bay door and IR panel which causes a reduced
heat rejection. It appears that the diffuse IR panel and specular forward
panel and PBD with heat addition to the PBD cannot be precisely modeled
using a diffuse cavity.
During the test, it was noted that the face sheet thermocouples
on the test panel did not agree with the analytical model even though
the mixed outlet temperature agreed, Figure 5-33 shows a plot of
-92-
FIGURE 5-33
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individual tube outlets for the aft panel measured test data versus the
model prediction. The tube outlets on the outboard edge agree fairly
well. However, the temperature difference increases as it approaches
the hingeline. If the predicted tube outlets are made to agree with
the test data by adding flue; to the tubes on the hingeline, the mixed
outlet temperature will increase and no longer agree with the test.
Therefore, it appears that the thermocouples were in error.
Table 5-15 presents the data used to correlate the morsels for lo,^
load. The aft panel required an additional flux of 5 BTI;/NR-FT 2 to
match the model to test predictions. This could be due to the facesheet
doublers, higher density honeycomb core, hinges and attachment studs
which were not modeled, but did exist on the test panel. This structure
would not be as significant at the the high load operations, but would
be at the low load.
The forward panel model matches the low load test data fairly well as
shown in Table 5-15. However, the forward panel model does not have the
deployment booms or the other structural buildup modeled which was on
the test panel. Alsc, the frozen tubes in the test which cause flow to stop,
also cause a different flow skew across the panel and SINGA does not have the
capability to have tubes with no flow. Therefore, low load cannot be accu-
rately modeled for these conditions and the model correlation is questionable.
In Reference 5, an attempt was made to correlate the 50° cavity
;adiator test data using a simplified system model. Figure 5-34 presents
test .;ata for the baseline and wide cavity (50°) forward radiator heat
rejection versus total panel absorbed flux for inlet temperatures of 80°F
end 110F. The test data indicated that the 50°cavit ,^ performance was
worse than the baseline except for very h'gh values of absorbed flux. This
result cannot be valid for a system in which every variable except the
deployment angle has been held constant. This indicates that the test
conditions were not the same for the wide cavity test as they were for
the baseline test. In the wide cavity test the LN 2
 panel which had cove red
the cavity for the baseline test was not installed. Further investigation
revealed the probability that the chamber wall adjacent to the cavity
was much warmer than the -300°F that was expected. It was beyond the scope
of this trsk to determine the flux contributed due to the warmer chamber
wall. Therefore, an attempt to correlate the wide cavity detailed panel


















-144.2(-156. 9) 160.8 1369. (1844. )
-144, 2(-142.8) 160.8 1369. (1316. )
-139. 5(-148. 7) 91.8 1658. (2051. )
- 1395. (- 137. 1) 91.8 1658. (1555. )
-177.4(-173.8) 160.8 1265. (1130. )
- 170. 4(- 171. 9) 91.8 1348. (1412. )
Rema rke
I,__
L5 BTU/Hr-Ft2 Added to Model	 ^
5 BTU /Hr-Ft2 Added to Model
TABLE 5-15	 ^ ,
1
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5.4	 Control Valve Evaluation
1
A total of 22 test points were conducted to evaluate the control valve
and electronic controller design functions. The initial test results
indicated unstable valve operation and controller operating discrepancies.
	
^	 Subsequent to modifications to the controller electronics, made real-time
	
'	 during the test, the test results demonstrated that the controller and valve
coup± Provide a stable controlled temperature over u wide range of operating
	
^	 conditions and could provide a smooth transition between a 38°F control temperature
and a 60°F control temperature. The valve is unique in that two cold streams
(the main outlet and the prime outlet) and one hot stream (bypass from radiator
inlet) are mixed to provide a controlled outlet. The valve had three ports
(hot, cold and mixed) and the prime outlet was joined with the valve mixed
outlet just downstream of the valve. Figure 5-35 shows a schematic representation
of the test system. The fluid conditioning equipment and flow meters contained
in the radiator supply line and the bypass line resulted in a higher system
pressure drop than expected for the flight valve. The test pressure drop is
estimated to be approximately 50 psi, whereas the flight conditions will be
less than 30 psi.	 ^




1. Constant inlet temperature - variable outlet temperature due to
	
^	 orbital environment fluctuations, TP 29-36.
	
'	 2. Set point changes 38°F to 60°F to 38°F with constant inlet temperature
and transient outlet temp. TP 31-39.
3. Cold soak and rapid transient to high load condition -
20°F/hr increase in Inlet temp. TP 44A.
During the latter part of week one testing (Day 233) test points 29 and
30 were initiated. Valve no. 2 did not control the mixed outlet to 38°F
when the radiator outlet went below the control point. Further valve testing
was delayed and the test proceeded with other test points. The valve and
controller were checked out over the weekend between week one and week two
	
^	 ^	 testing. Controller no. 2 appeared to be operating satisfactorily during the
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FIGURE 5-35











^^	 ^'	 ^	 ,
^^.^y-_ _
---^
_^	 ' _^	 ^
^. r
^^	 probe assembly which changed the measured resistance characteristics,
'	 It was speculated that this prevented proper signals to the controller, The
^.^
thermistor probe assembly was reconfigured to alleviate the moisture
problem.
TP 37-39, valve setpoint changes, were run during the first part of week
'	 two (Day 237). Again. the valve did not provide adequate control and the test
points were completed with manual control of the valve. The controller was still
not providing the proper signals to the valve. The valve was isolated from
the system and an investigation into the problem was made as other test
points continued without loss of test time.	 The investigation of the electronic
controller indicated that the electronic stepping motor a-fiver PC board
purchased from IMC had bad characteristics. When improper trigger pulses
i^	 were applied to the driver board, the board would lock up and apply current
to all three windings of the stepping motor continuously. The application
of proper trigger pulses would not unlock the driver board.
^^
Electronic circuit changes were made to the controllers to provide better
,;	 noise immunity and reduce the chance of improper trigger pulses being applied
to the stepping motor driver board.
TP 29-36 were run (Day 238) with the repaired controllers. Figures 5-36
and 5-37 present the results of these tests. The control function is
observed to operate satisfactorily with a total flow of 1250 lbs/hr (TP 29-31)
expect for short periods, e.g., between 18:13 to 18:18 hrs and 18:42 to
18:53 hrs for loop one (Figure 5-36 )and between 18:55 and 19:03 hrs
for loop two (Figure 5-31 )where the 38°F +2°F tolerance is exceeded.
With a total flow of 625 lb/hr the valve began to oscillate when the
outlet temperature reached approximately -30°F for loop two and -35°F for
loop one. Loop two also began to oscillate at -65°F outlet temperature with
1250 lb/hr flow although loop one remained stable. Test point 36 was rerun
with 1450 lb/hr as TP 36A to determine the effect of flow rate on flow
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Test Pint Total	 flow-lb/hr Temperature - °F Valve Stable
33-34 625 -30 No
35-36 1250 -65 No
36A 1450 -75 Yes
The test configuration represents only one of the parallel radiator legs
(see Figure 3-1). Thus the test flow rates through the valve are only 1/2
the flight configuration flows. The 625 lb/hr flow was run only to provide
colder radiator outlet temperatures and is much less of a realistic condition
than the 1250 or 1450 lb/hr flows. TP 37-39A were run to evaluate the control
function during the transition between 38°F and 60°F set point temperatures.
As indicated by Figure 5- 37, approximately 239:OU:20, loop 2 became unstable
when the set point was changed from 38°F to 60°F.
An examination of the test data indicated that a slower initial valve
speed would improve the stability. Accordingly, the pulse rate from the
stepping motor driver board was reduced to 2 pulses per second from the
original 12 pulses per second for sensed temperature errors of +0.5°F.
Above +0.5°F error the pulse rate is changed to 12 pulses per second.
Subsequent to this design change the valve set point change test points
were rerun as TP 31AA-39AA. These results are shown on Figures 5-38 and
5-39.	 As indicated the control system provided a smooth transition between
set points. A minimum temperature of 34°F was observed during the change from
60°F to 38°F set point. Test point 33 was also rerun with the design changes
as TP 33AA with a flow rate of 625 lb/h r. The control fu^rtion was ^*ill not
able to maintain stable conditions as shown on Figures 5-38 and 5-39
at approximately 239:07:15. However. as previously discussed this is an





Test point 44A was run to evaluate the valve performance during a cold
soak and subsequent transient (20°F/hr increase in inlet temperature) to
a high load condition. Figures 5-40 and 5-41 show the results of this test.
©	 The control function demonstrated stable operations throughout Including
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a radiator outlet temperature of -120°F. The control temperature oscillation
which occurred between 240:18:10 and 240:18:30 was caused by a sudden change
in the radiator supply line pressure drop when a higher range flow meter was
brought on line. The flow meter arrangement (Figure 5-35 ) had three
parallel legs with a different range meter in each leg. Normally only one
leg was flowed - the other two legs are valved off. As flow is increased
through the radiator and reduced through the bypass line the flow meters are
manually valved in or out to insure continuous recording from mar,imum to
minimum flow. The manual procedure involves nk^nrentarily opening a pa^•allel
leg then shutting off the out of range flow meter• leg. This technique
caused sudden changes in pressure drop and floa^ rates which the valve could













	 The L-tube rad i ator panels were tested ove ►• a wide range of heat
loads, environmental conditions and Cavity deplo yment anyles during a
five week period for •
 a total of 46O hours of thermal vacuum testing. The
high load phase of testing provided steady-state perfo rnrance data for
deal and single loop operation. In addition. perfo rn ►ance data was
gathered for inlet temperature gradients between loops and for several
solar simulation "on-orbit" environments. Also provided a^as per•fornrance
data for low load operations with and without prime tube flow.
The high load performance data included environmental fluxes
from 0 to 80 EtTU/hr ft2 and inlet temperatur •os of 130`'F for the aft panel
and 115''F for •
 the forward panels. Both panels exhibited good heat rejection
characteristics with high fin effectiveness and tube to face sheet conduc-
tance. An average fin effectiveness of 0.966 for • the aft panel and 0.955
fur the forward panel was measured. Tube to face sheet temperature
differences of 2 - 3°F are indicated by the data although precise measure-
ments were not possible due to the wide the nnocouple resolution and accuracy.
The data also indicated that heat rYjection could be improved by optimi2ation
of the tube sizes to improve panel flow distribution. Only standa ►•d tubes
were used in the test hardware.
The advantage of flowing two r •e.iundant l^^ops in the same panel
was den>lnstrated by the test data which ir^diceted only a 12 to 24^ loss
in heat rejection capability with the loss of one loop. Dual loop operation
with diffe rent inlet temperatures indicated no perfo rnrance deyradation or•
anomalous operati^^n. Results of testing with skewed. fluxes representative of
on orbit solar focusiny by the forward radiator panel and door cavity
indicated no change in performance from the unifo rnr flux rYSUlts.
Low load stagnation/destaVnatic^n ,peration was demonstrated with
both the pr• inre tutee and inherent staynation methods. The inherent stag-
nation design eliminates the requirement for additional panel supply and
return lines, thus providiny design simplification and weight s.^vinys.
The lntrer •ent stagnation/destagnation test demonstrated that at least 52
of the 68 fo Huard panel tubes could successfully be stagnated and thawed.
Total panel heat rejection was reduced to only 42.3 RTU/hr during this low
load test. Recovery of a frozen panr^l was also dc^monstrated by the use





Analytical thermal models of the aft and for^var •d panels using the
SINDA compute ►• routine were used to rrra^.e pretest ►•adiator performance
	predictions. After• analyzing the test data, model adjustments were made	 `"
which allowed a better correlation between the test data and the analytical
model for panel heat rejection (radiator outlet temperature). Nowever,
the radiator panel temperatures from the analytical model did not always
match the test data. It was concluded the error must have been due to
bad the rnrocouple readings. The aft panel model pr•edictiors and test data
show good agreement. The forward panel model does not provide adequate
predictions of panel performance under • the high panel fluxes (BO 6TU/hr• ft2)
and payload bay door• fluxes. Comparisons of predictions and test data
for the 0 - 40 BTU/hr ft 2 flux conditions indicate a fair agreement.
Apparently, the complex specular radiant interchange between the panel
and door (even more complicated in the test set-up by a diffuse LNG panel
over the cavity opening) is not adequately modeled or there is an unknown
reflected flux in the test that is not accounted for in the analysis. The
prediction error steadily increases with increased environment.
	
Several test points were conducted to evaluate the control valve and 	 ^;
electronic controller design functions. The initial test results indicated
unstable valve operations and controller operating discrepancies. Subse-
quent to modifications to the cont ►'.rller electronics, made real-time during
the test, the test results demonstrated that the controller • and valve
could provide a stable controlled temperature over a wide range of operating
conditions and could provide a smooth transition between a 38`'F control
temperature and a 60'F control temperature.
All the principal objectives of the test proyram were achieved which
allowed the L-tube test program to be considered a complete success.
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Visual inspection was made of the radiator panels prior to chamber
closeout. The forward panel top surface coating was in good con-
dition, with only minor evidence of peeling. The forward panel
bottom surface coating had numerous places where the edges of the
silver teflon strips had begun to curl up. The mo^ •e pronounced
peel areas had been repaired by LTV, In general, however, the
surface appeared in satisfactory condition for testing. The coating
on the PBD was in acceptable condition. The aft panel surfe.ce
coating was in good condition, except that there were at least
three places where the edges were curled up for distances of sev-





The test dry run performe3 in the week preceding pumpdown identified
test article and facility instrumentation that required checkout and
repair.
After chamber closeout, and during the pumpdown operation, the fol-
lowing radiator test instrumentation was fotuzd tc> be off'-scale or
an erroneous display.
^ 5656 Loop 2 Prime Flowmeter
FM 5660 Total Flowmeter - Err•or
CC 1252 PBD Simulator Zone 48 T
FA 0603 Fwd Radiator Panel T/C
FA o636 Fwd Radiator Fanel T/C
FA 0658 rid Radiator Panel T/C
F'A 0647 Fwd Radiator Panel T/C
AF 0766 Aft Radiator Panel T/C
AF 0818 Aft Radiator Panel T/C
- Frror (Factor of 10)
(Factor of 10)
/C - Off Scale Low
- Off Scale Iiigh







Instrumentation at beginning of test was adequate to .^ccor,.^,].ish
radiator test ob,+ ectives. A complete listing of faul:.y measure-
ments at conclusior. of the first week of testing sill be contained
in the NASA Discrepancy Report (DR) prepared by the ^?ue.J.tty Assurance
Inspector.
TIh1ELINE
Table 1 summarizes the timeline as run. In general, the plunned
timeline wa g followed up to the bypass valve problem at TP 30





















































































*	 Test Point not valid dire to lc^u flux setting
	
**	 Test Point not valid due t^ bypass valve problem
	
***	 17A is a repeat of Test Point 1l.
1
	










run in revez• se order to reduce overall test time and TP 11 was 	 ,
repeated (identified as TP 17A). Upon observing the v^ilve problem,
test sequences 4 and 5 were deferred to second test kcek (they re-
quire an operating bypass valve), and test sequence 6 was initiutcd
(it does not require bypass valve operation). Test sequence 6 uas
planned for the second week of testing, but was run, in part, the
first week in place of sequences 4 and 5.
The following times to reach steady state were observed during the
test and are provided for planning purposes.
Hours
(1) Change fluxes	 4
(2) Change flow 1450/1250 	 1
1250/625	 2.5
(3) Change inlet tenperature 15°	 2
4.0	 PERFORMANCE
Sequence 1 - Two Loop High Load Performance (Test Points 1-20)
The test results indicated that the heat i •e,jection from both the
forward and aft panels agreed with the thermal math model uredic-
tions. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the test, results and pre-
dieted values. Amore detailed study of the test data wi]1 bo	 Q
required to define the indicated fin effectiveness and overall
thermal model adequacy.
Sequence 2 -- ^inglc.^ Loop Performance (Test Points 21-26)
The schedule.: 6 points were completed and the results appeared
satisfactory as shown in figure 2. fioth forward and aft panel
outlet temperatures were about 3°`•' higher than p.e:dicted for the
one point where predictions were available. Single loop forward
panel outlet temperatures were about 20 0,. below the two loop
values, as expected.
Sequence 3 - Effect of Temperature Difference (`rest Points ?_7-2E)
Figure 3 shotirs the predicted and test results for a ?0°F difference
in loop supply temperatures. At hiEh flow, the outlets differ by
1°F, but at low flow the outlets are equal.
Sequence 4_- Not run due to valve problem (see anomalies)
Sequence 5 - Not run due to valve problem (see anomalies)
A-3
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Forward Panel Deflection
The forward panel deflection dtita Was taken throughout the week.
There is soma indication of t^n.^ ►nalous readings, but the data is
still being evaluntr^i. Dl^^ssurertent 710 hook pulled off the ^^an^'1
and measurement. 700 wire Was broken. `Phew were the only two
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	5.0	 ANOMALIES
a. Portions of the software calculations logic were inadvertently
connected with the automatic heater control fwiction, whi^^h
resulted in override of the manual control inputs prior to
resolution durinE; the third day of testing.
b. Radiometer calibration proved to be inadequate for indicatirr^
and displaying; the absorbed flux. The radiometers were inst:^lled
on the i'orward and aft radiator panels to monitor the quartz
lamps. Indicated flux levels will need to be determined most
test from the raw data.
c. During setup for test point 11, an unnoticed chAnRe occurred
in tl:e quartz lamp array flux output that extended through
test points 11, 12, and 13. The problem was resolved prior t.o
setup for test point 14. Subsequently, test point 11 was re-
run at the preplanned flux settings.
d. During the testing for transient response I^er • formance, the
flow controller was ineffectave in controlling the control
	
^J	
valve. A:: a result, sequences 4 and 5 of the test timeline
	
^J
	were not accomplished in the first week of testing.
	
6.0
	 Rf:COMMEfIDPTIOtiS FON SECOND WFEh 9'TDtELINE
It is recommended that a conservative approach be exercised for t'ic
second weep
 of testing by prioritizing test point accomplishment:-
per the timeline listed telow (whica assumes that the control v.^lvc:
problem ha. beer rectified).
e. Transient Response Performance (Test Foints 29 through 36) -
6
 hours estimated.
b. Control Valve Operat.ton (Test Foints 3'j, 38 and 39) - 9 Hours
estimated.
c. !.ow Lo;id Performance (Test Points 45, 46, 4EI, 49, 54, 55 and 44) -
32 hours estimated.
d. Freeze/Thaw Teciu^iques ('Pest Feints 47, 50, 51, 52, 53, 56 and 5"j) -
l.j hours estimated.
The tot3sl test time required for this sequence is 90 h^^urs, however,
the time periods required for some test points are not well defiucd
and may
 Lake longer than anticipated. Thrreforc, the frerze/thaw
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reco^•ery, (^) inherent. recovery, (3) }u• iine tube hentrr rc'CU^^cry,	 r
snd (4) rnt• ironme • ntol recovery.	 l^
In nd<ii t inn, it i :: recomncn^ic.i t hut. enlid st rni22 ^;:It^C dtit a b^• mitn^ittt ory



















Visuu]. inspection of the radiator hnnels wns made ?mmcdiatcly
after the chamber dour was opened at the conclusion of i.he
wuck 1 test. Water hacT collected in three areas on the concave
i.^rtion of the forward panel. A c]ot}[ was u^ed to wipe the
area ou the east. end of the panel. The wiping caused water
to be splashed on the 1'13D simulator. The two other areas
were not easily accessible and were ]eft to dr;; over the
weekend .
An inspection of tha coatins indicated no observable change on
the forward panel. T1 ►ose areas repaired prior to the test
with the Eastman y10 adhesive still. appeared good. There were
three areas on the aft panel where the tape curling appeared
to have increased. These areas cannot easily be reached i'or
repair.
Pretest. it^r^^ti^ T ^ iu^i rr_O!• to p>>^^p^own indicated the f,::acr31
acceptabi] ity of Llie test article for testinf. The forwarcT
panel coating appeared spotted in the areas wle re the water
was observed diu• ing the week 1 post.-test inspe^tion, tut
tl[e panels were dry. The coatings apl^c^ared the same as the
week 1 post-test inspection.
Vfsual inspection of both rzdiator panels wns made upon openin,;
of the chamber at the end of week ?testing. Pin excessive
aT^+unt of frost has] formed in the chamber during; represstu-Ization
and covered all the test articles, instrumentation, and
equipment. Upon ch:unber opening 3t was found that this had
cau.;cd a ]urge puddle o1' water to uccnn^ul nt c on the west end
of t.t[e forward panel extending appraximutely to t.hc center oi'
the pone]. 7'hc^ •e were also drop]etc of water scattered over
the rest of the forward p.rncl and on the tii't panel. There was





TEST A.}iTICLF, (Continued )
oi' the 1'orwarl panel . There were nl s^ several cur] ed spui.s
in the center of t}rc aft Ft ►nel. The 1ti.Ee puddle: of water wns
b]^wn ot'f of the forward panel ti;est end b^ • us inC a compre:;sed
air ho:^e. Tlris caused n ^i;;nificant part. of the rater Lo fall
onto the west end of the F13ll simulator. Alt portions of bul.h
paru•ls and the 1'BD simulator that could be renc • lre^i were wiped
with clean white cloths to rerro^•e as much of the moisture as
^ucsible. ^Tho cloths used on the two radiator panels .•ere
quite dirty after use. Ii. was also noted that an instrwneut.ation
hook on the outer corner of the west end of the for^.srd panel
had detached from the panel, cciusing the loss of the two








2.0	 l^r:.rrurar•s^^rn'rro,r n.-^sr.^^r^r^'r 	 ^ ^
The followlnF rau.ator test ire trument: ►tion was found to be
reading incorrectly:
TI'S51^4 reads high FAO'f5A oi'f scale	 ,
TI^55^9 reads hi„h i^'AO'jj8 uff scale
'1'1^5 ti34 reads high i%10'lEk off scale
Fno6o3 ofi' scale AF'0'j66 reads 1 ow
1• 'AU636 off settle Al•1^c3:I.B reads low
Fn05>B read.^. ] ow
FAOGI ,'j read:: 1 ow
FAU7 r+3 off sc>Ile
The^e erroneous readings will not jeopardize the accomplishment
of the test objectives, but. their repair is de:,irable for the
third weel. of testing.
A review of the week 1 deflection measurements indicated the
possibility of the counter-balance system exerting an upward
force on i.he forward panel. TV coverage of the counter-
bal ante weight movem?nt. wt,a ed^ied for the second week nr t e=* ire;
and the safety wires used to prevent excessive weight move-
	 ^}
meat were rernoved. TV monitoring uurin^ the second ^:^ceY.
	 1
indicated t.lie counter-balance weight moved upward over 2.0
inches. Since the weight movement was restricted during the
week 1 test, i.t is probable that this was the cause of the
upward pull on the panel.. Th y week ?_ measurements indicated













Table 1 presents a summary of the timnline for week 2 and
Ttible 2 shows the parameters of the deviation test points.
In general, test points were run to checkout the control valve
!	 t^n3 obtain additional high load performance maps. Nine test
points of the sequence 1 type of wee]. 1 were run anu a.re shown
in Table 2. Sequence 2 test point 22 with si^^gle loop operaticm
was rerun (ideritificd as 22A) with t}^e opposite 7.00p (^^1)
ilo^ring. The two remaining points (42, 43) of sequence 6
we a run. Sequence 4 p ith an inlet temperature change to
75°F was run and test points 35 and 36 were run nt a flow of
1250 lbs^hr due to valve oscillation at the 625 lbs^hr f'1 rna.
Sequence 5 was repeated. three times with electronic controller
design changes incorpor:tt,ed between each series. Test point
41H was identical to 41 without IR lamps to obtain data for
correlation with a future possible test with a larger
q,	 cavii,y opening. Test pcin?- 4bA was a checkout for the valve
^I
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T:11^]'C ]
Test Comp]etion Time
Foint ^	 ITr !di n
3yAA 23y	 o7 08
33M o r 35
42A 15 1>
1 SA ]8 1`;
15g 21 30
] on 24U	 O1 OC)
22A 03' 20
6A o5 5^
4111 10 4 5
44A ly 40
Tect CornE^letion T; me
Point I)n^^ IIr !-tin
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;F^^uenc^^ ] - The r;inc additionti? liiSh .I.o.tcl two .loop performance
points obtained during wcetc 2 are shot:n on Fitvre 1. All data
agrees well with prcdiction^ anal the wee1: 1 data. '1'hc •sa points
were run primarily to fill in iime while welting for tLe strain
gauge i nst rt;ment at i on .
Segi:en^c: 2 - One add.it.ional single lool? performance point was
run to determine the effect. of hj:vin; loop 1 rather than loop 2
off. This point is shown on F`gure 2.
Sequences li c^nci 5 -The initial test points run in these sequencc5
`	 indicrtt.ed chat the control vt;lvc^^•lectronic controller. would
not. provid q adequate control of the radiator return t.eml,eratttre
wt:en the re^diator otrt].et was cold (approximately -50°I^) or
the total i'.l ow through t he valve was low (625 1 b^ltr) . Tl;e
625 lb^hr flow wtis planned only to provide colder temperatures
to the valve. Thic is 1111 unrealistic condition since the f] ishi.
valves will have a total. f).o^^, of 2200-290n )b^hr, mt,^ fn1 i..+.^^^,^
table illust.ratcs tl;c valve sensitivity to totti]. flo^.^:
`Pest Point	 Total flow-lb^hr	 Coldest	 Valve
temperature -°H'
	 Stable
3 3-34	 625	 -3o	 xo
35-36	 1250	 -65	 No
36A	 fir 50	 - 7 5 	 Yes
These i.est Foi nts were run prior to desi4n churrgcs made t.o tho
electronic controller. The initial test points (3'rA- 3`!/1)
^^	 to determine valve performance ^^^^rin^ changes in set point
^	 (3A^(^o°}•') also indicated unstab]^ valve ope^rntion. Aii
exnminnt.ion of data from tea points 3j, 3h, 35, 36, 3GA, i'rA,
3EiA and 3^)A indic:^ted that. when the temper::t.urc crra • from t};e
:,• et point (3b°r or ^^°b') was suf'fici^^nt to :tart aprl•yirit;
pulses t.o Lhc stcppin^ motor driver bon rd the pulse r;^Le t:•a.^
^	 too fast. (.:pproximate]y 12 pulses per second). This corre;:poncls







The pulse rr+te was reduced to approxirnztely 2 pulses per
M
second for t.c„iperat.ure errors of + U. S oI•'. Above + 0. 5oF
error the pure rate i:, the same as it r;as before t11c fir, was
incorporated. Subsequent to ?.his desi^ri c}Ian^e t}>r valve
operated satisfactorily down to -120 oF i•adia^.or outlet
t.emperat.ure with a flow rate of 1250 lb^hr. Urr^table operat iotli
still occurred wit}r a total flow of G25 lb^}u• , lrut this is not
considered a valve design problem e.ince this is not. a rca.listie
condition. Fil;ure 3 shows the eontro]led outlet. temperature
as the valve sf•t point is changed from 3f3 to 60 and back to
3i_ioF. Figure 4 shows the controlled outlet temperatule when
the radiator outlet is approximately -1.20 oF and the bypass
and radiator • inlet temperature are increased.
Sequence 6 - Fanel performance with skewed environments sin^u]at-
f
ink different sun ankles in t.hc cavity is summarized in Table 3.
TPI+l simulated the 77° sun an}?le which has the worst caul*y
focusing effect and resulted in the lrigl^est F}3D temperature
^)	 (1t^0°F') at the hinge line. IIowever, as expected, i'orward
panel performance is not degraded due to high fluxes near
the hinge line ^?u^ tc Lhe L ti.iuv design. Tab]c 3 t^lso shuu^
T016 for comparison with 'the uniform flax performzucc.
Cen<^ra]
`i'ab1 es h and j SllllUn:iI'i?.0 the tube to face sheet >)41 ttt 'i'
Imeasurements recorded during the wecic 1 and 2 tests. No
i
i	 excessive D:lt.a T's were obtained cxccht for a butt, weld urea
on i.he aft panel ('LT 10.12). }•iosi, of the data is within t}u^
+ ] . E°F error hand oI' the t}IeI • rnucoup.l c I •cad ink.
Figures 5 and G show typical measured fin t F^mhcra twr prof i.lu;^
and radiation fin effectiveness'for tlrc ul't Foul i'orwnrd panels.
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TiN = 115oF, Flow = 1250 .'_b/'r_r
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*L^i:or^i flux of 60 BTU/hr ft2 on aft panel and 80 ?3TU/hr ft 2






^^	 ^^	 ^	 s^` I
Ta^ie 4
TUP•E TO FACT. 0^^ ^ T - °?
FOF?'^TARO FA:^ ZTO_C^
TES'?' FOIl'Z' % ^ ; ;^ ssA _ 2 1 ^ ^* 6^ ^ Z ^
1 25.3; 0 -;.1 0 3.2 3.3 0 1.6 1.6 3.2
•	 2 25.0; 0 -5.0 0 3.3 5.^ 0 1.6 3.2 1.7
3 22.37 0 -5.1 1.6 3.^ ^.0
-1.6 0 1.6 -_.7
^ 21.L7 0 -5.1 1.8 3.k 3.6 0 1.6 1.7 1.7 .
5 15.10 0 -,.5 1. 9 3.5 1.3 0 0 1.7 0
6 1.65 0 -1.7 0 3.0 1.3 -^.8 0 e c
7 1x.96 0 -J.3 0 5.1 3.0 o 0 0 1.7




19.05 0 -3.2 i.7 3.1 3.^ 0 1.6 1.6 ^-7 ^:
10 20.3b 0 -,.1 1.7 ^•2 3.^ -1.7 1.5 1.6 1.6
►n
^ ^
x11 17. k1 0 0 0 li. 8 3.2 0 1.6 0 0 ^ ,,^
12 16.72 0 0 0 4. 2 1.6 ..6 0 G 1.6 =^ ^
^^
-13 ll.k2 0 1.7
-1.7 5.1 3.3 1.7 0 1.6 -..7 ^ ^
1^ x.20 0 0













18 lo. ^.► o
''-9 9.53 0
20 6.88 -1.5















0 0 3.2 3.3 ^.6 1.6 0 0 :
0 0 ^.8 3.2 0 0 0 1.6
o c 3.2 3.1 1.6 1.5 0 ^.6
0 0 6.3 3.2 ^.6 1.5 a 3.2
I
o -1.6 3.1 3.2 .	 1.6 0 0 0
o -1.7 3.2 1.7 1.6 0 -1.6 0
0 0 3.4 1.7 1.7 0 0 -1.6
0 0 3.2 3.3 0 0 0 -1.6 ^	 --
I
-1.5 0 3.2 3.L 0 -3.2 0 0 ^
1
0 0 3.2 3.^ 0 0 0 1.6 --
-3 . 5 1.8 3.5 3.5 -1.8 1.7 C 1.7
-5.0 1.6 3.0 3.:+ 0 1.6 1.7 3.^ ^ -
-5 . 3 1.9 ^.7 3.8 -^.8 1. 6 1.7 -1. °v ^
_,
^^




















TiJT3E TO FACE S.T-^- ^'P T - eF
APT PA^'EL ZTOIXX
Q
i^_'U h'^ ' ^ ' 1 12i'' 1 z
_4 1^ 16
19.66 3.0 0 7.9 0 - 1. 5 0
18. 95 3.0 0 7.g o
- ?•5 1.6
16.79 1.6 0 6.4 0
- 3.2 0
15 . 74 i.6 0 8.0 0 _ o 0
,^,z8
-
3 .2 i.7 5.0
'-.7 - i.5 0
-0.25 i.6 0 4.9 0
- 1.6 0
11.70 0 0 4.7 i.6
- 1.5 0
13.66 1.5 0 1+. 8 1, h _ j.2 1.6
i5 .:+6 3.0 0 6.4 1.6 _ i.5 1.5
1 . 5 0
i'' S4 1.5 o E•2 0 3.2 i.6 i.6
1^• ?5 1.5 ,o 7.9 1.6 6.3 3.i 1.5
12.44 1.5 1.5 5.4 0 ^:. 8 3.0 1.5
8.2Q 1.5







































































































































































































































































/^` j . 0	 111\ Uh1A T.T i.
'1'lle 	 clecti•onir	 C^nt,rol.lel'/Vl11Ve ui^l	 il(^t•	 OpC`1 •att` p t'Operly
dtu•ing test paints 37-39 (set point changee). 	 The test- points
were campt^rte^i w l t.h IIIIIIlU:1]	 control of	 I oop 2 vnl ve.	 An
intensive invcstigutton oi' the electronic controller iu:iic^zted
that the electror ► ic st.eppi ng motor driver FC board purchu:;ed
i^•a;n TMC has bad cliar:^cteristics.	 1^91en improper t.rigt;er pulses
are applied to the driver bawd, the boiird gill lockup tula
apply current to a1] iht •re wineiin^;s of the stepping; motor
continuattsly.	 The application of proper t.rt^^er pulse:: will
not unlocl: the driver bosrd.
Electronic circuit chc ►ttfie& were made to controllers ^] and ^2
to provide better noise im^muiity nna re^Tuce the c •h;utce of
improper trigger pulses being rtpplied t.o th y stepping motor
driver board.	 Test points 3^(-39.w^re rerua with the repaired
controller; as TP 37A-3yA.
^, The PBD heater power settings for Ti'42 were in error. 	 T^:>t
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6.0	 RECOI^II^9i?NI111'1'IO:JS FOR SECOND Wl^.!^tK 'PIN^LINL
It is recommended that sequence 7, tow load. performznce and
freeze thaw be tested in the order defined in the Detailed
Test Plan. If stain gauge data is not available, it is i•ecom-

















Visual inspection of the radiator panels was made at the conclusion of
the third week of testing. As in the prior creek, •aster had collected
on the panels and cloths used to wipe the panel were soiled.
An inspection of the coating indicated increased curling and several
of the areas repaired prior to the test with the Eastr^an 910 adhesive
had peeled lip. In s;eneral, however, the panels appeared in food con-
dition. A tap test on accessible areas of the forward panel indicated
no structural unbondinr^ of the face sheets and honeycomb core,
IP}STRUt^NTATION ASSESS?^'^IIT
Ihiring the third week, the following instrur:entation was found to be
reading incorrectly:
FAO55o FAO658	 TF55};4
FA0603 ^ FA0662	 TF'S549




These erroneous readinP,s did not affect the accomplishment of the test
objectives.
The apparent strain curve used in the reduction of the strain gua^e
data appears to be in error. Element tests will be re paired to obtain
correct apparent strain curves for bot}^ the forward and aft panels,
^	 hinges and support struts. These r.ew curves then will have to^he
i	 applied to the raw strain data recorded during this week to obtain the
required strain data.
3,o	 T11^,r^E
Table 1 presents a stmvnary of the timeline for the third week of testing,
1	 The lac^,est portion of the week was dedicated to the ^ reeze/t}:aw c;.^cles
which were test points 44 and }+7, 50 and 51, 52 and 53• L•ow load per-
formance test points 45 and ^5 were r^:n and test point 4hA was added with
an inlet te^rperature of -100°F and flow rate ^f 100 L°S/HR. One high
^^	 load perfor:^ance point (4A) which was a duplicate of test point 4 from
week 1 ended the test.















































Sequence 7 - Freeze^Thaw Low Load Performance
t	 Four different freeze thaw cycles were performed. on the panels. 0«e
1
^	
of the cycles used the prir^:e tube concept and the other three cycles
	^
were run with t}:e prime tube valved off (inherent stagnation). The
first two thaws sir.:ulated a system heat load change fro: minimum to
•	 maximum by increasen^ the bypass te^perat^_re from^53°F to 109 oF ar.d
.	 I;	 the radiator inlet te.^^pereture from -100°F to 100"F over a 2.?5 hour
^	 period. The third thaw eras accor^plished with environr.:ent on the panels
and no change in bypass or inlet tert:nerature. The flow control valveo
was used to maintain the bypass end radiator outlet terroerat^ire to 38 F
1	 during these thaws. In all cases the pa:^el thaw ra±es ^.rere s^^fficient
to meet the 3 g°F control te^^perature. The fourth traw was accor^plished
1 ^,• `	 by increasin.; the panel flow rate and inlet temperature as rapidl,,- as
' -	 the flow bench would allow to obtain a severe thermal shock.
^	 ^	 Just prior to the environr.:ent tra^•r, the price tube heater ^: •as used to tha^^r the
forward panel a.^°ter a cor..plete freeze up of one loop. Approxir::atelf 38 ranutes
of prime tube :eater operation -^ras require3 to re-initiate flow.
^	 During the third freeze, the chamber pressure was increased to approxi-
I	 mately 1 for to speed up the cold soak. The tubes apparently did not
stagnate in the proper order during this test point but, after recovery,
the flow skew appeared nom.:al.
On at least the last t^•ro freeze/tha:r cycles, the tube corners :;ere the
first to freeze and the last to thaw. There is some question as to
whether this occured on the other cycles. The tube outlets were apparentl^r
the first to freeze on the first freeze but the corners were the last to
thaw. Amore complete data analysis will be required to deterr.:ine the
panel freezes and thaw patterns, but there does appear to be some dis-
^	 crepancy between the four cycles run.
The flow control valves operated satisfactorily during; these test
•	 sequences but appeared to be very sensitive to system pressure cranes.
When the radiator side pressure drop was towered b}- openir.^ a parallel
flow meter leg to activate a higher range flow meter, the valve would
lose control momentarily. The test procedure involved ^^anually controlling
^	 the flow rate to the panels durin g; the freeze cycle then activating the
valve for the thaw c;;cles. The valve was not able to stabilize on or.e
occasion after activation and was manually controlled until stable control
temperatures were obtained.
The test was concluded with a hi gh load performance point which dupli-
Gated test point 4 of week 1. The results were the same, which proves
















. 1 -	 ^	 !-	 i1	 ,,
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^'
5 . o	 A*TO. ^,nLr^s
e. In the first atterrot to reach test conditions for test point 45
(inlet terrrperat^ire of -100 F and flowrate of 70 LBS/fit), t'r,e LrI^
heat exchanger froze up. A b;/pass rras added from do;anstrea.^ of""
the Lii^ heat exchanger in the mair. suppl;, • lire to the prirr:e/r^ain
radiator return line. This arran^enent a].lo^^^ed e hiryh flow throu;h
the LP12 heat excY:an^er and low flow to the radiator panels.
b. Darin? test point 50, there Vra.s a period of time in which the
flow meters for the ..^..ain bank of tv.bes (F?` 5 X52 and F1•t 5^59)
were reading approxirately 1/10 of the actual flow. Pao reason
for the problem was discovered.
V
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'	 `	 Y	 4
^r3;s'r A3t'rlc:.r
The 03IfiC Wide Cavity test art:i cle was in^hected prior l.o cLar.^ber 	 '
close-out at 0453{ hours t+fcinday, 20 October (293:04 :53a) . The
coating on both the upper and ]over strrfa:;es of the rr:^^.iator
panel, an,9 on the PDD, rrppcured to be in sH^:isfactory undii.^on
for te:,tin^. 'r}:e r_oating was ]_ast insi^ected at the cc -?u:^ion
of the third wc:ck of bacclirc configuration perforvranc • te:,i;irrg
on 5 Ceptembor, at rr}rich time it appeared to be in gcr r&1]y
good condition. No si.gnii'icnnt charges corticl Le idertti.l^ied.
Efforts were made to verify the accuracy of the cavity angle
whi ch w+is preset during test buil^3up t;o sir^i.].atc a 50- c^.gree
deployment angle. Ttre chord length, m,^asitreci from the ].or•rcr,
outer tip of the radiator panel to the upper, outer t _• of t3u^
P33D, deterir^ined by L`1'V ^ti^as 108.1 irrcires. Mc:astrrcrnent:- L•etwcen
the above points wE:re approximately 1.10 ir,crrt;s at the 1^•anul west
end and approximately 1.1]. inc3res at the east end. Twa smill
steel plates were rer,„owed from t'rc cot:r,t;i •rb^lzncc ^rei^l:t 'co
permit the pane]. to return to the proper po.^ition. b:c^^.sure:..^:nts
taken sub::equent to counterbalance cor •rec Lion were ap: • o^an.ute.l.y
108 inches.
ITuS'i'FtiJ3'•iE^:'?'A'PIC^T' A""F;ScP•^'NT
During the first week of testing, the follo:•^in^*^in^tz•t. ^^:ntation
:;•^.:, fog••• ? tc be reeli: •rg i^^a,.,•e^t,;;	 -












FA063 1 r	 TFj51t0
These erroneou, readings wilt not jeopardise the actor ^ •li::},n:eni.s
of tl:e ! cat ob;;: •^ ti...^, but their rep^_r i;, •^ :.:i: abyc 'or t'.:^
second week of te::-Ling.
TID^•;I,INI?
Table 1 present:: a swrurary of the timclin •^  as run. T3 ^ ••ixtecn
hiEh ]o^ad performance cases, four rtris^ion ::,in:ula'tlon c ^ses a:,d
five low load perforuranee cases a5 dcscrihed on Fier: 18
(Test ^chedu].c - 1•leek 1) of the Det;si].ed '.I'e ^t Procedw•c
(Test No. 55-A-7^) were corrrpleted. One hi l^h aoad peri^ormance
point (5o01A) which was a citrp^icate of tlic first te::t. point:







^	 1	 fi	 _'	 ^	 _ !	 ,
^^ The results oi' the fGrLh week of testing are stu^unarize^l in ',''able 2.
A comparison oi' tl^e heat re,iection for ^^avity angles oi' ?8° and
S^° are shown .in Ta'.:le 3. 	Tn general., the heat rejec^.io:r
increase was i;he most w'ion the higtre:,t flux was appli^ Lo i,he
pa^iel and the payload bay door. The week was c^nc]udc t:it'^ a
h:ihh load perforrnarrce poir;t which duplicates test }^oi:^i. 501.
The results wire tl^c same, irulicatiug the racli ator pe^^ ^'^^rmance
was noi. degraded during tl:e first wee'^c of testing.
Figtu•es 1, 2, and 3 arc test nomograph y depiet.ing the acid; tional
peri'ormance of the ^0° interface angle: This non,ogra} •t. z y read
by placing a straig`.t edge between the desired f.lowrat.e and
inlet temperattre and then trig outlet, temperature for the 3t3°
and 50° corifi^-urations can be read.
5.0	 iSF1LRr;y'1' STFAIid DATA
R^^al time and post-test evaluc:tion of the strain data :. :•gttirud
dtLritlg t:ize 38- degree basaline test t:•as inconclusive l:e.•a;::e of
inadequacy of the appa: • .^nt strain curves applied to tl,c tos^t
data. Efforts were mane daring the first week of trick ca-rit.y
testing to obtain an accurate temperature induced stain re].ation-
ship of the radiator test article. Tl,i •ce test. sa^^ples c•onciating
of 1) a 1-inch thick honeycomb l.^anel, 2) a ^2--inch i;hic^- l:oacy-
c•nml^ n_ anP.l, anal 3) tt ^e tr y st A +• t.; clra atrtirt. w^^^ • ^' in^tr•^^^^n+.^,^)
in aii attempt to provide tl^e necessary data. A cursory in,pection
of ^l.e data s}IOW y the c^Tected Trend. Fietu •e 4 depic . _ rat^r
data from one of she inatrtunented locations on the 1-i,^.ch p: reel
as compared tc^ the data generated by L1'V and u: ed in t ^e vr^^ti•ious
tests. No efi'orts have yet >reen made to analyze the a.?equacy of
these results; huwevcr, initi>11 resu]_ts indicates the •rev3.ou:;
L'I'V data was adequate.
G.0	 RECO?•4•II?M^:1TIOr^^ I'OR SEGO°;l^ lti'1?i. ,^ TII^tF;T^l?^E
Ii: i a rr^mm^,anrir+ci thAt. i.hr • tact. t^ni nt.a whi r•h t^rrr+ ri^l ^+1 on 1'r.+•
the week $ test be ad^icd backa so that weak s' ^iuplica t "; arec•l: ^^-
except for cavity argyle of 70 .
A-36
Jr	 ^






































































or oF. o., oF. ^ •_
lest ii n Loop 1 Tin iAOp 2 lout :^ OOp 1 Tout Loop 2 1b^hT' f
Po:.t TFS"13 `1= 551y T^57'+2 `i= 55•'+:; ^'F551'- TF5713 T^'5536 ='r 5537 : low 1 F1.ow 2 ^
SCOT lOL.6 1C•^: .6 10!.6 104.6 5G.3 66.3 66.3 66.3 1433.8 1415.2 1
5CC2 l0'.^t 10i.4 101.4 101.4 57.9 57.9 57•x• 57.9 1215.8 1196.6
5^3 90.3 b8.7 88.7 88.7 4y.5 47.8 49.5 49.5 1195.8 1175.6 ^
5G•04 75. 74.4 76. 76. 3g.4 37.8 39.4 39.4 11g4.8 1204.6
5^5 76. 76. 70. 75. 44.5 42.8 4^,.5 44.5 1429.9 1430.9 C
5006 83.7 87.i 88.7 52.9 51.2 52.9 52.9 52.9 ,233.8 ]225.1 '
;CO7 111. 109.4 111. 109.4 79.1 77.6 79.1 79.1 1442.8 1404.5 ,
5008 106.2 16.2 106.2 105.2 72.3 72.8 72.8 72.8 1234.3 122;.6
_ ^_
5^^9 93.5 93.5 93.5 93.5 63. 63. 63. 63. 1254.2 1254.1
jG10 E_2.3 82.3 82.3 82.3 5!..6 54.6 54.6 54.6 1224 .8 1214.9
a 5011 85.5 c3.g 83.9 83.9 59.5 59.6 59.6 59.6 141?.7 1390.8
- -,
w
^ 5012 117.1 117.1 117.1 ^17.i 91.9 g1.9 gl.g 91.9 1464.5 1425.2 ,
5Ci3 L4. 11L. 1i4. 114. 87.1 87.1 07.1 87.1 1233.2 1223.5
501'- 101.4 101.4 lo1.L 101.4 79.1 79.i 79.1 79.1 1243.8 1233.9
^,
5`'S 87.1 87.1 88.7 87.1 68. 68. 08. 69.6 1234.3 1205.1
5^1^ 38.7 88.7 90.3 go.; 72.3 72.8 72.8 72.8 1452.3 1414.0
^ ^_ 5617 103. 103. luLL.c 104.6 79.1 79.1 79.1 80.7 1233.8 1224 .4
^'
^
Sc18 101.4 99.9 101.4 g9.9 80.7 80.7 80.7 80.7 1251.7 1226.6
^ 5C19 101.E 101.4 1C1.4 .101.4 32.3 82.3 82.3 82.3 1243.2 1233.4 _
^ ^ 5^^' 59.9 99.9 99.5 99.9 79.1 77.6 7?.6 79.1 1242.5 1252.4
•^ 5^?1 - 2C.5 - 20.5 - 20.5 - 20.5 -12ti.2 -.'.25.2 -123. -123. ^+P:1 4g.1
^ 5G2 % -	 7C; . 6 - 7C• . o - 70.6 - 70.6 - ]-48.3 -148.3 -148.3 -145.9 48 .1 48.1
;^3 -12.. -12.2 -12.2 -112.2 -167.? -].67.2 -1'04.7 - 164.7 49.1 50.9
5;;c4 -107.7
-1='5.7 -105.7 -107. 9 -17+.3 -174.8 -172.3 -16g.8 15.7 16.
5^5 101.4 99.9 lol. ► ^ :01.4 57•? 55.2 57.9 56.2
1259 . 1240. -
_....- - .^...^,^^.. -- --	 W.._.._^ ._ . ---
'-^	
`	 T I











5001 274_,0 1 26330
5002 263no 2 25030
5GO3 235"^0 3 22370
Soo^E 21390 4 21170
5005 22130 5B 22210
5006 22296 41Ii 1y29G
5007 22y4U 10 20y4G
5ou8 2o6ho 9 19850
500 =) ]. 9G 60 8 17190
5010 16670 7 ]4570
5011 17620 loA 15940
5012 1 Fa')lo 1'(A 15850
5013 16880 12A 14640
504 13930 16 12220
5v1 j 1]_Uc0 1) 9 i^G
5016 1;070 18 10440
5017 14£20 40 13720
5018 12^1^0 41 11620
5019 1191.0 42A ].02 50
5020 131.40 43 10y20
5021 23;0 N/A -
5022 1700 N/A -
5023 1210 rd/A -
502 1^ 48^ N/A -
5025 2"(650 N/A -
SoolA 27430 1 26330
*	 TIDE T1 T IC1Ii;T ARL FO?i A 38° CAVITY
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1. Tr ST Ar,TICLI:
Tlce OIIT:S test article was visually inspected after completion of t'ie 70°
cavit y anrle testing. Ito . sirnificanl :.hanl;es in the condition of the
silver 'Teflon coatinf; were noted; However, the ed£es of the c^^:^tin. c:erc
curled sli£htly at several locations.
2. IiISTP.L?fl:i:'i^; IO:; /',SSI:SSIfI:,'^T
Instrunrntation cl;ecl:nut prior to punpdocm indicated data could he
sufficient to accomplish test objectives. Incorrect and questi.onahlc
instrur.ientati^^u are listen below:
Incorrect questionable
I'A052 CC1207 FAf,5G2






Table 1 presents a srinu:rary of. the tc:;t point sequence acconpli^l^ed c'>>rinf^.,
the fifth c.eel: of testing. All test points originally planner for four ca^s
of testing were acconpliFhed. A four day schedule was neces::ry c'ue to
a deJ.ay in chamber punpdocrn to pen-rit roplacer..ent of a Slir?1 c^r,^ressnr
assembly. PumPdo^m began at 2345 hours on Iionday, I:ovember :; (30;:23:b5).
4 .	 p I:RI'^rt IAPICI:
The results of. the fifth week of testing arc sumr.rarized in Tc''e 2. The
first sixteen test points (7001-7016) c:ere perfo med to detcr:^inc hi.F,h
load performance. Test points 7018 and 7020 represer.^ the effect o^
s}:eyed environments, and the last three test points (iU21-70::3) were
p.^rformed to determine low load performance.
As expected, the 70° cavity resulted in a general ir,:provetrent in panel
heat rejection capacity when compared to both the 3^° and 50° cavit,^ results.
P^Zdia[or oc^tict ter.^peratures were approximately G°F lower, at. representative
operational flowrates and high environmental Ircat loads, than tFe Shuttle
baseline perfarn<1ncP. The 6°F lower outlet temperature reprc:.ents about
3000 to 4000 I:TU /ter
 (depending upon flowrates and inlet conditions)
itnprove>lent in heat rejection capacity. Detailed analysis will he required
to correlate the relationship between performance of the test article




The High lord Perforr^,ince testing duplicated test Points cond^^,:ted durinD
both
	 ^ Ise	 3.g °	 :end	 5(1°	 cavity te:;ts.	 '1'lirc^e environnental	 coiulit lens





I'IlD Ah:^:,r>>ed I'1 u::
____	 (]Z'1'C/hr./ft	 )	 ISTU/Irr	 _.,
1	 n	 n
2	 40	 ?^^ (.:0
Test results f.or each of the above conditions are ::ho^m in P1 ^ur^ , 1, 2,	 ^
and	 3,	 respectively.	 These fii;ures ;ire nonostaPl^G constructc^!	 iron the
raw data	 inc.ludcd	 in 'fable
	
.'. wi.th sic^il<<r data fro; •i the	 36 '`	 c:wity test.
Caution ^l^ould l^c^ e^crcised	 in the interpret^tior cif [here fi^^^r^:;
since tlic^^ do not represent a det:ailes evaluaLior, cif the te:,t	 results,	 anal
arc intended only for quid: lool: as ,essi^cnt.
S.	 A]'PA F•,T:.`IT STPJII;1 DATA
I.ffnrts ^rcre contin,^nd	 during; the	 fifth ^..*cel^. of	 testing to n^^:Cur	 il^^
tenper.ature induced	 ^r.rai.n relationsi-^iP of the radiator to^•t a _ticic
A curs^,ry in^Pection nf. the data fron the three test ,anPles sii^n^ed >>o
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Oia:S AIDE CA^'IT`_' (70°) TEST P(1IPIT P.LSULTS
orl::.r TL`i	 (°F) ?iI:1E TO::T	 (°F) :'.AI:i	 Tii:	 (°T')'1l.I:I TOC;T	 (°F) PP.I:iT: MALE
Loup 1 Loon 2 Loop 1 L.^oP ? Leop 1 Loot+	 '_' Loop 1 LcoP 2 (LB/I1R) (Lll/IIR)
T;.S':' TI'S51(, TI'S5 !.7 r'I'SS14 TI'^i33;; Ti'551.3 '!'i'i5/^_'. TF5512 1F553E, F:i5655 FI15654
OI:IT ?'*'5517 TI'>j41 T^^i7.5 :'i'Si3^1 :'i'Si19 7.^I'S5/,3 TF5513 TF5537 I?'S656 F?!5657
?OU1 1'!4.G 11/.0 9:3.J "1.' ► lf)/..C, 104.6 b^.4 G5./: 51.7 2798
7002 101.4 102.2 83.9 R5.5 101.4 101.4 56.2 56.2 67.9 2354
703 33.7 91.1 72.8 74.4 38.7 88.7 47.8 47.8 67.8 2383
7004 76.0 76.8 61.s 63.0 7G.A 76.0 3G.9 37.8 66.0 2326
7005 77.G 79.9 6/..6 ci^..3 77.6 77.6 43.6 44.5 7'.4 2750
700E 37.1 89.5 72.c"", 74.4 57.1 37.1 49.5 49.5 66.': 2403
7707 '^i9.4 111.0 °1..7 9^.3 169.4 109./► 7G.0 76.0 79.8 2739
7004 107.3 110.2 9^.1 95.1 107.8 107.3 71.2 71.2 68.8 2421
7009 9^.1 95.9 82:3 ;,3.1 93.5 95.1 61.3 61.3 65.5 2383
7010 32.3 83.1 71.2 72.8 °2.3 R2.3 52.0 52.9 66.6 2364
7011 fi3.9 34.7 74.4 74.4 83.9 33.9 56.2 57.0 72.9 2759
70L 115.5 117.9 107.8 1G^.6 115.5 116.3 SA.7 88.7 81.2 2797
a	 7.13 114.0 115.5 1Q4.6 1Q;.4 114.0 114.0 R/► .7 f:G.7 63.4 2413
^-	 7014 101.4 1+;2.2 ^+ri.3 74.3 lOf,.7 101.4 76.0 76.0 G6.7 2431
-'	 7G15 ;5.7 3=^.5 43.1 ;3.1 SR.7 83.7 GG.3 67.1 66.4 2413
701G 8^.7 90.3 X3.9 `:3.9 S8.7 8?.7 G9.6 6^.6 78.3 278
7013 99.9 101.5 PS.7 90.3 1^J0.7 99.9 71.2 71.2 65.0 2421
7020 99.9 ir,2.2 90.3 7i.9 99.9. 100.7 74.4 74.4 62.5 2422
7021 .:J /!1 :^/,^ is /A '.'/G - 20.5 - 20.5 -118.7 -115.4 -0- 104.4
7022 : ;/A I:/A a/A ` i /A - 70.6 - 70.b -150.6 -148.3 -0- 100.9
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